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]NTRODUCTION

The Dia of Anais Nin has been wi-de ly acclaimed as the record of the

development of a personality and as the dramatization of a Ïioman's growth

toward l-iberatÍon.1 Margaret Lee Potts eulogi-zes the Diary as "a prototype

of the genesis and evolution of the creative personality" and cl-aims that

Nin--in putting her art ideology into practice--becomes a sel-f-creative
)heroine.- Similarly Valerie Harms maintains that Nin taught her the

importance of risking and growing and refers to her as "the nost irnportant

representative of the questing female writer."J If to Diane trrlakoskí "she

is the closest thing to Venus living among us, " to Sharon Spencer she is "a

heroine for our tíme" and "a modef of affirmative l-j-fe. "4 Like Stephanie

Demetrakopoulos who clains that Nin "matures into a l{oman sure of her

sexualityr " Li-nda leonard cites Nin as an example of woman transforming

immature relationship patterns, "bringing possibility and actuality
tr

together. " /

Certainly this is how Nin herself wanted us to respond. In her essay

collection, In tr'avor of the Sensitive Man, she is emphatic about the need

for modeLs, heroes and leaders to provide "blueprints for the creation of
'u6human beings."" She considers her Diary to be "a long study of the

psychological obstacl-es that have prevented hroman from her fulfest

evol-ution and flowering" and j-nsists that "I rnras keeping a diary. .

which was a mirror reflecting my gror,ith or the pauses in this growth, as

wel-f as making me attentive to the growth of those around me (pp. 21, 67).

Similarly in The Novel- of the tr'uture Nin's reflection on the genesis of her
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D¿tty. focuses specifically on its purpose as "a measure of growth, at tines

a log of discipline . intended to build a strong charact"r."I She

regards her Di-q¡lr as a model, clairning that "people who turn to the diary

are seeking themselves, the tracing of a route toward expansion and

awareness, the road to creati-vity" (p. 7a). Finally in A ïIoman Speaks Nin

stresses that "to have a story of growth more or less organic and fairly

conplete is very important to women""B

Although the Diary does indeed contain a persuasive theory of sel-f-

development and individuati-on, the question remains whether the theory is

in fact supported by the practice. fnsofar as that "practice" refers to

Nin's own Life, for example, what has to be borne in mind is the

highly-edited nature of the Diary. Although Nin and her editor, Gunther

Stuhlmann, would Like readers to believe that the published Diary is the

authentic version, as Evelyn J" Hinz, Nin's biographer, has pointed out,

actually the original is a very different document and edited moreover from

the vantage point of the successful, mature Nin. In a l97B lecture at the

University of California, Hinz explai-ned that the editing of the Diary is

"extensive and substantive . with the result that the image of Nin

refLected in the Diary differs dramatically and ::adically from that ¡,ihich

informs the journal and which is confirmed through interviews."9

Consequently the reader must never confuse Nín of the Diary_ with the person

' ,..
AnaÍs Nin and must recognize that the Diary is a styJ-ized response fron a

control-led viewpoint .

tr'urther emphasizing this distinction is Duane Schneider who, in "Ana'ji's

Nin in the ligry: The Creation and Devel-opment of a Personar" argues that

what Nin creates is the effect of devel-opment by her progressive

humanization of an essentially literary heroine, the persona/narrator.
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Unfortunatety in his subsequent book, AnaÏs Nin: An Introduction (with

Benjarnin Franklin V) he takes a negati-ve vj-ew of the situation--as also

does Nancy Scholar in her recent Anai's Nin.11 Neither of these critics

recognizes or explores the legítimacy and very humanness of the need to

create a persona and to control the effect one has on others, just as

neither appreciates the social responsibility that Nin attaches to the rol-e

of the artist.

Thus to date, neither eulogists nor detractors have responded

adequately to the chalJ-enge which Hinz suggested woul-d l-ead to an answer to

Nin's relentless question: "Does anyone know r+ho I am?"12 According to

Hínz, the answer could be found by approaching the Diqry as "an exercise in

the humanistic imaginatíon," whereby one reads synpathetically between the

lines, utilizing one's knowl-edge of the dynamics of behavior (Lecture, p.

12). Such specific advice, moreover, accords perfectly with that of

Stephen A. Shapiro who in "The Dark Continent of Literature:

Autobiography" defines the genre as "the story of the evolution of a- man's

forrnu]a for himself and the universe--the evol-ution of a set of attitudes

that need not be conceptualized but which wil-l- be symboJ-ized by the action

and tone of the narration."l5 So Shapiro emphasizes that although there

"is a sense in which all- autobiographers are unreliable narrators"

fortunately "the transparent window of autobiography reveals things to the

reader that are invisible to the autobiographer, no matter how hard he

stares at the portrait mirror he has created" (p. 414). Shapiro suggests

that what is reveaLed to the read.er is the character's ornn most crucial

needs and assumptions.

Thus the purpose of this thesis ís to approach the persona of the lierJ¡

as an artistic strategy whereby Nin attempts to come to terms with various
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aspects of her personality. My generaL method r,ril-l- be to examine Nin's

theory of sel-f-development in the light of the actual- way she presents

hersel-f and others (or her art of portraiture). Since most of her theories

are to be found in Vol-ume One, my major focus wíll be on this text' with

successive voLumes being considered maÍnIy to test whether they did in fact

record any growth (Volume Seven will not be considered on the grounds that

the editing here was not done by Nin herself).

Specifical-ly the thesis will consist of four chapters. fn Chapter I,

I will explore the genesis of Nin's theory of personality and the inherent

contradictions it reflects. Chapter II will examine the way ín ¡,rhich Nin

alternates between trvo rival growth strategies: inventing the schema (plot
i

or pattern) and being the matrix (womb or mold). Chapter III wilt be

concerned with the way identification and projection function as dynanic

processes in the course of individuation. Chapter IV will focus on the tvro

faces of the feminine in Nin (the maternal- and the sensual) as these rel-ate

to her rol-e as both woman and artist

0vera11, therefore, my objective is neither to praise nor discredit

Anais Nin but rather to seek to understand why her problematic growth story

is aLso so intriguing.
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INTRODUCTION

NOTES

I All quotations from The Diary of Anais Nin are from the following
volumes with quotations being identified within the text by volume and page
number:

Vo]. I: The Dia of AnaTs Nin: I93I-34. Edited and with an
Introduction by Gunther Stuhlmann.
1966).

Swal-l-ow/Harcourt, Brace & World,

Vol. II: The Diary of Anais Nin: 1974-59. Edited and with an
Introduction by Gunther Stuhl-mann.
1967).

(Swallow/Harcourt, Brace & hlorld,

Vol. III: The Diary of Ana'fs Nin: IgSg-44. Edited and with an
fntroduction by Gunther Stuhl-mann.
1971).

Vol. IV: The Diary of AnaTs Nin:

( SÌra1loT,r/Harcourt , Brace & World ,

Introduction by Gunther Stuhl-mann. (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, f97f)"

VoL. V: The Diary of Anais Nin: 79+7-55. Edited and with an
Introduction by Gunther Stuhl-mann. (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, r974).

Vol. VI: The Diary of AnaÏs Nin: 1955-66. Edited and with an
Introduction by Gunttier Stufrfmann. (Hãrcourt Brace Jovanovich, r976).

2 Ma"grr"t lee Potts, "The Genesis and Evolution of the Creative
Personality: A Rankían Analysis of The Diary of Ana'fs Nin," Journal of the
Otto Rank Association , 9(hrinter 1975), I-77.

5 Vrl""i" Harms, "Anaïs Nin, ïlitch of llords," in her
AnaÏs Nin, Frances Stel-off: Stars in My Sky (Riverside,
Conn, f976), pp. 82-11-8.

4 Dirrru llakoski, "A Tribute to AnaÏs Nin," A Casebook on Andís Nin, ed.
Robert ZaIIer (New York, 1974) , p. I52; Sharon Spencer, "Anais Nin: A

1944-47. Edited and with an

Maria Montessori
r975 CS o[r

Heroine For Our Time, "
rg77), ff.

Journal- of the 0tto Rank Associatíon 12 ( Summer,

5 stephanie Demetrakopo
Consciousness in Ni-n's First
J. Hinz (liinnípeg, f97B), p.

ulos, "Archetypal- Constellations of Ïeminine
Diary", in fLã Ïüorl-d of AnaTs Nin, ed. Evelyn
1J1; hencforth abbreviated as "4. C. lJ].noa

IreOnard ,
( BouJ-der ,

The hlounded hloman, Healing the Father-Daughter Relationship
I9B7), p. 48; henceforth abbreviatèd ãs tiaT.

"̂ Nin, In Favor of the Sensitive Man and Other Essays (New York, Lg76),
p. 7I; henceforth abbreviated as I. F.

7 Nin, The Novel of the Future (New York, 1968), p. I42; heneeforth
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abbreviated as N" I'.

o" Nin, A lüoman Speaks, The Lectures, Seminars and Interviews of Analis
Nin, ed. nv s

Ep.
q7 Evelyn J. Hinz, "The Art of Confessj-on: The Diary of Anai's Nin from

The Creation and
Nin 9-I9. Henceforth

the Biographer's Point of View," Lecture given at Uníversity of California,
santa Barbára, Aprit lB, 1978 [p" 5]; henceforth referred to as Lecture.

10 Dr"rr" Schneíder "Anaïs Nin in the Diary:
Development of a Pèrsona, " in The lriorl-d õT*Inãis
abbreviated as "Nin in Diary.

11 Schneíder and Benjamin Franklin V., Anaïs Nín: An Introduction
( oh.+o, t9
Anais Nin

79), pp.
( Boston ,

266, 27I; henceforth abbreviated as A. N. Nancy Scholar,
1984), p. 34; henceforth abbreviateã-E-Nin.

12.¿,'- Evelyn J. Hinz, "'EXCUSE ME, IT IIIAS AII A DREAM': The Diary of Anaïs
Nin: 1944-47 ," Journal- of the Otto Rank Association, -1, No. 2(t972), ZIi
henceforth abbreviated as Ex Me.

15 Stephen R. Shapiro, "The Dark Continent of Literature:
Autobiographyr" Comparative Literature Studies, 5, No. 4(1968), 432.
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CHAPTER ONE

NIN'S THEORY OF PERSONATITY AND HER CONTRADICT]ONS

Personality development is Nin's primary concern in The Díary and she

ÏIas a firm believer in psychoanalysis as instrumental in the achievement of

that goal. Beginning with her treatment by Rene Al-l-endy and concluding

with a discontinuous but extended period of treatment by the Jungian

analyst, Inge Sogner, Nin's faith in the polüer of psychoanalysís lasted a

l-ifetime. Undoubtedly, however, it was Otto Rank who r¡as the seminal- force

in Nín's development, providing not only therapy but a comprehensive theory

of the psychologícal growth of artistic personalitíes. Nin and Rank were

closely assocíated for two years, influencing each other theoretically and

supporting each other personally. She first sought him out as an analyst

in November 1915, at a time when her conflict between her sense of sel-f as

a woman and as artj-st was at an apex. In 1934 she foLl-owed him to New York

and became his associate and assistant for a five-month period.

Recognizing and appreciating both his creative spirit and his great

humanity as healer, Ni-n wanted to support him in his effort to make a ner¡r

life. By 1975 Rank was becoming increasingly interested in the psychology

of women. He wrote "Reflections on the Diary of a Child" as a preface to

Nin's early journal, which Mill-er wanted. to publish, and as Virginia

Rob.inson and Anita Taatz point out, ideas developed in this preface are

found in the chapter "Iemínine Psychology and Masculine ldeology" of his

Beyond Psychology.f
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Basically Rank's contribution to Nin's theory of personality involves

three premises. The first of these is his concept of the creative wiLl as

anti-deterministic. Rank cal-ls the conscious will- "the central point of

psychology if not of ¡iorl-d history" and in Beyond Psychology he defines the

term as "an autonomous organizing force in the individual which does not

represent any particul-ar biological impulse or soeial dríve but constitutes

the creative expression of the total- personality and distinguishes one

individual from another."2 As he also explains, it was this unorthodox

approach that occasioned his break with his mentor, Treud: "ft was on the

vital- issue of phílosophies underlying individual- therapy that f definitely

deviated from Freud and his mechanistic conception of the ego as a mere

product and puppet of the extra-j-ndividual forces, the 'id' and the

'super-ego' , commonly known as hereditary and environmental deterninants.

Such deterrninistic interpretation of behaviour may serve to justify

neurotic attitudes but l-eaves little room for any const::uctive development

of seJf-autonomy and responsibility" (p" 50). Rank's psychoanalytic stance

and Nin's artistic world view became organically rel-ated because both are

based on the affirnation of the rel-ativity of personality and the

conception of Life as a constant process of becoming what one wills.

The second RankÍan premise forming a cornerstone in Nin's theory of

personality is his interpretation of the exercise of the creative will as a

means of harmonizíng fife's fundamental dualism, with the trauma of birth

being the initiation into the experience of duality. Essentia]ly this

implies a view of art as the mediator between the individual- and the

collective, with art therefore being regarded as both a personal- and social

phenomenon. This experience of a tension between union and separation,

which Rank regards as constant and inherent in the process of living,
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creates a dialectic from which both the growth process and artistic

creation ensue. The particular modes of dealing with the experience of

duality through the exercise of the will are functions of the personality,

and thus Rank's theory of will- provides the foundation for his concept of

three different "personality types." In Truth and Reality, Rank describes

the creative type as the one who "evofves his ego ideal- from himself, not

merely on the ground of given but also of sel-f-chosen factors which he

strives after consciousl-:y""l In contrast, there ís the average type who

stays within the boundaries of custom and convention, and the neurotic type

who refuses to submit either to the standards of the col-lectíve or the need

for sel-f-assertion. In Art and Artist Rank defines the neurotic as the

artist-manque. lJhereas the creative productive personality succeeds in

harmonizing the experience of duality, the neurotic fails "

Furthernore, the third Rankian premise influencing Nin's theory of

personality envisions the creative personality type as the one who coul-d

provide a model of growth and who might eventually transform society

because, as he argues discursively, internaf growth transferred to

externals can transform reality and al-ter societies. Tf self-affirmation

is the means to fulfilfment, the creative personality is the best

practitioner. In Truth and Real-ity he observes that the "creative man

saves himself first of all from the neurotic chaos of will denial and se]f-

consciousness sj-nce he affirns himself and his own creative wil1, which at

once protects him in the growing advance of consciousness from fallíng into

inhibiting self-consciousness" (p. 289). Thus to Rank art is not an end in

itself, but rather an evoLutionary tool contributing to the exploration and

development of both the self and the worl-d. The work of art is but the

external symbol of a profound psychological process within the artist
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whereby he struggles for seLf-affirmation, self-actualization, even

sel-f-transcendance. Hence the artist's primary creative production is his

own personality which is expressed, explored, and extended repeatedly in

his works. The artist is a model of the individualized or realized self

and narcissism is but a phase in the process of growth towards this ideal.

Accordingly, for Rank the evol-utíon of the creative personality

involves three definabl-e phases: self-nomination as artíst, identification

with masters or artistic schoofs, and ul-timatel-y liberation, an on-going

development of a personal style. Again it is the dynamic of this

individuation process which distinguishes the artist from the other two

types: "irihÍl-e the ideaL of the average is to be as the others are, the

ideal of the neurotic is to be himself, that is what he hinself is and not

as others want him to be. The ideal- of the creative personality finally is

an actual- ideal, which leads him to become that which he himself would like

to become" T. &R. 268).

Nín admired Rank's theories and referred to him as "the man who

possessed the knowl-edge Ishe] needed to enter life boldly and courageously,

and contrasted his approach to her personal developnent with that of the

conventional Dr" Al-lendy (I, 716). As Nin's analyst, mentor and soufmate,

Rank reassured her that everyone struggles to form an effective, integrated

personality, and he highlighted the primacy of the conscious will as the

decisive psychol-ogical- factor in human behavior. Through Rank, Nin came to

the real-ization that her personality as artist was both self-generated and

perpetually changing or evolving. During her lifetine Nin made repeated

reference to Rank's Truth and Real-ity, acknowledging the impact it had on

her own evol-ution and recommending it to others actively engaged in the

process of self-definition and discovery.
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At the same ti-me that Nin found much to praise in Rank's theory of

personality she also believed that he himself was not a good example of its

practiee. fn particular, she felt that he failed in adapting creative

principles to the art of living, and in this context it is vafuabfe to

consider Rank's orrn depictÍon in Art and Artist of the neurotic type or

"halfway artist": "Here lìre are discussing the far more interesting type,

which whether in the course of an ensemble of creation or even within the

compass of a single work, passes suddenly from the formative artist into

the scientist, who wishes--really he cannot help himself--to establ-ish¡ or¡

rather, cannot help trying to establish, psychological l-aws of creation or

aesthetic effect. This diversion of artistic creation from a formative

into a cognitive process seems to be another of the artist's protections

against his complete exhaustion in the creative process."4 To Nin, Rank

himsel-f is an example of this type of deflected artist; although he

articulated his ideas, he himself did not l-ive them out: "iL pense sa vie"

(I, 527). In turn, the person who does put hÍs theory into practíce, as

she sees it, is herself--a situation which she bel-ieves Rank al_so

recognized. Nin reports (as a direct quote) the following statenent by

Rank to her: "Knowing you, everything which was an objective fact before

has come alj-ve, animated, embodied" (I, 776)" Although she goes on to

explain "Rank seeks the presence of soneone who is livÍng out syrnbol-ism and

ideas and theories, not just talking themr" she has already inplied she is

the "someone" v¡hose presence he seeks.

At the sarne time, however, Rank also wondered whether it was possible

for any l,Ioman to be an artist. Given his conception of the creative will

as active and forceful, he had difficulty envisioning the possibility for

Ïroman artists to achieve sel-f-actuaLization in both areas. In Rank's view



intuition, reactive and receptive capabilities, are linked primarily to the

feminj-ne, while he conceives of the artist as "the deformer and inventor"

(I, 29f) " This view of the artist l-eads him to bel-ieve that the ability to

destroy is prerequisite to creation" Woman's inabil-ity to separate and to

criticize is the basis of Rank's pol-arization of the roles of wonan and

artist and of his suggestion that Nin wil-l- have to make a choice between

the two identities" Rank cLaims, when cured of neurosis, woman enters

J-ife, whereas man enters art. As Nin reports it: "The feninine quality is

necessary to the naLe artist, but Rank questioned whether masculinity is

equally necessary to the woman artist" (I, 5O9). Rather than accept Rank's

assumption that Troman's humanity and closeness to life preclude her

arbistic greatness, Nin not only rejects his position on this issue, but

she endeavors to nake this distinction the very basís of her feminine

artistry and individual- success.

In doing so, she turns to the Jungian ideal of the whol-eness or

suffj-ciency of the se1f, containing both the mascul-ine and the feniníne

within. In Collage of Dreams, in a chapter entitfed "Transforning the

Muse", Sharon Spencer explores the Jungian infl-uence on Nin's theory of

personality, pointing out that "Jung's idea of psychological bísexuality

provides both the theory and the dynamics of a process through which an

individual can strengthen herself by bringing unconscious 'mascul-ine'

powers into consciousness and integrating thern with other aspects of the

sel-f. Jung's theory of personality provides both an ideal of sel_f-

sufficiency and psychic wholeness, as well as a process for achieving

both"--self-realization through actual-ization of the shadow or

implementation of the animus.5

Itlhile Ivlartha Jaeger and Inge Bogner were two Jungian analysts who were
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Nin's confidantes and advisors, she was also deeply influenced by the

writing of lvl. Esther Harding whose books The lüay of Alt itiomen and !üoman's

Mysteries, Ancient and Modern enabled her to reclaim woman's conplexity

through the discovery of an older more compl-ex ideal of woman. In tüoman's

Mysteries Harding demonstrates how the arehe type of the feminine is related

to the many moon goddesses that were worshiped in the ancient worl-d. The

ancient goddesses of the moonlrere dual in nature and were.regarded as

givers of life and as agents of nature's destructive por^rers. Through

Harding, Nin rediscovered the concept of virginity as a social- and

psychological condition, implying a seJ-f-possession or emotional_

seLf-sufficiency, and wherein sexual-ity, autonomy and maternali-ty are not

mutually exclusive dimensions of woman's identity. lrihereas, Harding

declares, a "!üoman who has a psychological attitude to l-ife which makes her

dependent on what other people thÍnk" is no virgin, conversely "the woman

who is virgin, one-in-herself, does what she does--not because of any

desire to please, not to be liked, or to be approved, even by herself; not

because of any desire to gain power over another, to catch his interest or

love, but because what she does is true."6 tr'or Nin, Harding's study of the

relationship of Ïioman to the moon reclaíns the dimensions of feninine

nature that Judaism and Christianity attempt to repress, namely vüoman's

sexuality and her destructive poitrer.

Although Harding's definition of hroman woul-d alÌow for the

"destructive" aspects of art that Rank's definition of artist associates

with the masculine, Nin's ornm strategy was to redefine the concept of

artist and in so doing to promote values traditionally associated with

woman and the principle of eros; the seeking of relationship and

connections, the giving to human concerns a priority over abstract
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concerns, and the sustaining of a sensitivity to others by empathy and

intuition. In the same way, in contrast to Rank's conception of the artist

as the ideal- personality type, Nin's theory endeavors to downplay

associations of art and el-itisn. To Nin, artist "simply neans one who can

transform ordínary Ìife into a beautiful creatíon with his craft" (I.I.,

BB). To her the artist is the "magician" and art is public dream. In A

ïloman Speaks her references to the artist as "whoever has creative wilf"

and as "no more than a hypersensitive instrument of reciptivity" attest to

her desire to downplay any concept of uniqueness (pp. I95,244)"

Converseì-y, in her essay collection fn tr'avor of the Sensitive lvlan,

under the title "The New Ïloman", Nin cfaims that the "artist is the only

one who knows that the worl-d is a subjective creation. . . .ft is a

materialization, an incarnation of his inner worl-d. . . .He hopes to

impose his particufar vision and share it with others" (p. fZ). ff such a

statement rei-nforces Nin's view of the artist as gift-giver, in her use of

the word "i-mposes" the first najor contradiction in her "fernini-ne" theory

of art begi-ns to appear. Such a word connotes the opposite of sharing and

responsiveness to others--an impressi-on which is further generated by her

observatj-on that "the artíst is drj-ven" and "feel-s compelled to make his

dreams public" (W. qp., f92). In turn, given the extent to which life and

art overl-ap for Ni-n, it is not surprising that a sirnilar contradiction

informs her theory of personality and growth. For Nin, growth implies an

increasing degree of recognition of one's core. tr{hat changes or evol-ves is

not the core but one's l-evel- of awareness of it and one's ability to give

the core in relationships. Maturity which is growth's goal implies "a

consciousness of others' struggles", characterized by our devel_oping

capacíty for parenthood and compassion for our parent (!rI. Sp., p. lB7).
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Similarty "the recognition of other cul-tures and other forms of thought,

lcnowing when to yield . is part of our gift for relationship. There is

a time when yielding is not conceding but acceptance of the other's

existence and al-so of the motivation for what he does" (U. _qg., 17).

Knowing when to yield is yieldíng selectively and inplies that rivalry has

lapsed "

In The Novel- of the Future Nin defines personality as "the purest

example of rel-ativity" and stresses that its unity "shoul-d come from

organic growth. It should not be imposed. from the outside or [Ue]

premeditated" (p. 195). Accordingly, her major symbol of the self is that

of a circle wherein introspection j-s the means of finding the center and

rel-ationship is the means of exploring and establishing the circunference

or Limits. Thus, in an early volume of the Diary she observes:

"Psychologically, a great personality is a circle touching something at

every point" A circle with a core" (It, 249)--a statenent she also echoes

in the sixth vol-ume: "Life is not being at the center but being in contact

with others. The center of attention is the child's perogative" (Vl, 101).

tr'urthermore, to emphasize that growth is an organic process she enploys

metaphors from nature: "manifestations of the personality bloom only in

the presence of fove or fríendship" (tl. ¡., I49). As a record of her own

flowering personality, she argues that the Diary is equally "an organic

construction; it's something that evofved ce1l by cell and day by day

without a conscious pattern" (W. Sp. , 246).

Unfortunately Nin's theory of artistic and personal development is also

at odds with her vi-ew of personality as creative will aspiring to effect an

ideal-, just as she also protests too much about the organic nature of her

l-ife and art: "diary writing has always played a very important role in
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lüomens' development. And mine particularly centered on the obsession with

growth" (U:_lgt, 150). And a similar contradiction underlies her comments

on the nature of the self: "The 'sel-f in my work is merely an instrument

of awareness, the center of consciousness and experience, but it is like

the self in Proust, a mirror for many other personalities, it is the core

from which spring all kinds of relationships to others, studies of these

relationships or of their fail-ures. There is a constant, an organic

preoccupation with developnent and growth. . . .'ttihat is important in my

work is not the self but the seeing power of this consciousness, what it

penetrates and reveal-s. The distortions in our present day worl-d are not

caused by self-absorption but by l-ack of self, lack of centrality, the

integrated individualism which should lie at the core, be the structure of

the personality. . ." (VI, 2BO). Here, the self is not important 1n its

own right but rather for what these integrative, expansive and visionary

capabilities can accomplish, at the same tine that the integrative

potential of the sel-f is tied to the core and its propensity for wholeness.

Ihrus, though Nin claims to be most concerned with our secret inner selves,

the center of gravity within, not the control-led inage of the public

persona, her "constant . preoccupation with growth" suggests an extreme

"seff-consciousness" in the colloquial sense. Itihile organic implíes a

process of nature, a gradual unfolding and an unconsciousness,

preoccupation suggests a rnind set or a mental fixation.

lühile at times Nin's theoretical- references to growth acknowledge that

it is "a continuumr" Nin actually "wanted to see a development of life, the

growth and devel-opment of experience in terms of a continuous evoluti-on"

(w" qp:, 1-60, Tfi). This objective, articulated in 1966, contradicts her

earlier avowaL of the desi-re to keep the ideaL out of the Diary, for
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"putting art into the diary . . . might kill its greatest quality, its

natural-ness. No consciousness of perfection must enter the diary. Good-bye

completeness" (ff, U5). This desire for continuous development or growth

reveals a consciousness of perfection and an ideal of completeness, despite

Nin's acknowl-edgernent of growth as an asyrnmetrical process: "Human beings

do not grow in perfect symmetry. They oscil_tate, expand, contract,

backtrack, arrest themselves, retrogress, mobilize, atrophy in part,

proceed erratically according to experíence and traumas. Some aspects of

the personality mature, others do not" (tl.f., 84).

In A lüoman Speaks individuation is cl-ear J-y considered a priority and a

prerequisite to infl-uence or effectiveness as a representative or symbolic

self. Nin insists that "it's necessal:y to be an individual, to be the

proper mirror for others. ff you have a small mirror you eannot reflect

big personal.ities. In my great effort to perfect myself as a sensitive

instrument with a wide range f made a comparison al-ways to the mirror. The

mirror has to have an identity and an existence and intelligence in what lt

records" (p. 162) " Although Nin is adamant about the necessity of

individuatíon as a prerequisite to the artist's becoming a representative

self, in The Novel- of the Future, she has stated that to "be a

representative of anything you have merely to be positively and expansively

something or someone d.efinite" (p. f47) " The cj-rcularity of her theory on

this issue is unsettì-ing. Here, to be a representative self, is "merely"

to be individuated, which clearly undercuts the significance by creating a

tautology. To the contrary, renewaL, inciting or inspiring others, setting

the life flow going is sometimes the implied function of this symbolic or

representative self.

Recognizing potential in others is an affirmative function of the
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visionary or prophetic powers of the creative sel-f in relationship. As a

reverse mirror or mirror for others Nin claims: "Each one has found in me

an intact image of himseLf, his potential seLf. Each one crings to this

image of himself in me. tr'or life and for strength" (1, f75). Nin's

presentation of the "intact image" of anothe::, residing within her,

attributes to this other an external center of gravity. Similarly, her

reference to their "clinging" to her irnage of them implies their lack of

integratíon and by comparison portrays herself as their hub or even their

axfe. Conversely, in The Novel of the Future developing an overidealized

image of an individuaL is cited by Nin as a destructive capability of the

creative personality and an aspect of the art of portraiture (p. l5O).

Although it is not clear whether she means in a psychological or

fictional/Iiterary sense, it is important to note that overidealization is

judged to be destructive and to recal-l- how enphatic Nin is throughout the

Diary about her personal inability to be destructive, and by irnplication to

indulge in overideaLization.

Essentíally Nin's sense of self as "the proper mirror for others"

contradicts or opposes her understanding of the self as "impersonal

revealer." Basic to this representative dimension of tlie self as mediator

or impersonal- reveal-er is the objective process of judgement. Conversely

Nin envisions the individuated sel-f as a forerunner, operating as a proper

nirror for others, exerting visionary and prophetic powers which are

subjective, empathetic and affirnative of others. According to Nin,

individuatíon must be complete, for the sel-f to functi-on effectively in a

symbolic or representative rnanner. Furthermore, if the individuation

process basic to becoming a proper rni-rror must be complete prior to the

sel-f functioning ín a representative or symbolic manner, growth and
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development are regarded as continuous, demonstrating a predetermíned

sequence rather than reflecting a conti-nuun.

Nin's perpetual notion of "betweenness" also betrays her ambivafence

and confusion respecting these dual dimensions of the self--the

representative and the individuated. trtlhile the former is objective and

impersonal, the Latter is subjective and ideal-istic. Her sense of self as

s¡'rnboJ-ic connects to an historic or ternporal experience of hersel-f as

mediator, as "in between": "lrlhat I have to says is really dístinct from

the artist and art. It is the woman who has to speak. And it ís not only

the woman hais who has to speak, but f who have to speak for many r¡romen.

As I discover myself, I feel f am merely one of many, a symbol. f begin to

understand women of yesterday and today. The mute ones of the past, the

inarticulate ¡,¡ho took refuge behind wordless intuitions, and the woman of

today, al-l action and copies of men. And I, in between" (1, 289). This

sense of the self "as between" the inarticutate and the active fuel-ed Nin's

desire to become articul-ate--to be heard.

Noteably Nin's allusion to the self as "merely" a symbol is a quotation

from voLume one of the Diary (tgZt-l+). Although the phrase "merely one of

many" functions to de-emphasi-ze individuality, the over-all effect of the

adjective has the result of downplaying or detracting from the sociaf

significance of being a spokesperson. To be merely o:: just a symbol

suggests what Paul Tillich woul-d tern only a sign and woul-d suggest a token

or figurehead position. In Dynamics of Faith, Titlich insists that symbols

are basic to the language of faith: "Onl-y a symboJ-? He who asks this

question shows that he has not understood the difference between signs and

symbols nor the por4rer of symbolic language, which surpasses ín quality and

strength the power of any nons¡nnbolic language. One should never say'only
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a symbol', but one should say'not less than a s¡rmbol'."7

0n the other hand, in The Novel of the Future Nin's tribute to the

collective dj-mensions of the self as the source of its powers of

objectivity idealizes or promotes the representati-ve sel-f as nediator or

impersonal- reveaLer: "The artist is all'are of his seLf. IIe is aware that

it ís more than his self, that it is at once his guinea pig for

experirnents, his potential tooI, his instrument, his camera, his computer

to be nourished, his medium. Trlhen Proust says'I' it is far more than the

'I' of Proust. It is an I v¡hich contai-ns rnany men, anil far beyond that, it

i-s a symbol- of man. In this l-ies his objectivity" 6. 7l). Nin

articulates a concern with the integrity of her art and life and an

idealization of the artist as a representative self, as a model. In the

preface to A l{oman Speaks , Evel-yn Hinz quotes Nin's subsequent statement

(around 1972) that readers of the Diary "needed to be sure that there was

an integrity between the writer and the Diary, that the Diary was not an

invention--that it was not image making in the fraudulent sense. They

needed to know that. They needed to hear my voice. They needed for me to

be there" (f= fe¡. Indeed this later and. overwhel-ming experience of being

needed, fueled her sense of the social- responsibility of the artist and

notivated her extensive public appearances, intended to substantiate her

self-portraiture, to reassure readers "such a tife was possi-bl-e because

such a person was real" (W. Sp., ix).

Gunther Stuhlmann, her editor, further reinforces and extends Nin's

notion of betweenness when in his introduction to Volume One he makes

reference to Nin as oscil-l-ating or bal-ancing between: "The diary is the

1og of her journey through the labyrinth of the se1f, of her effort to find

and to define, the woman Anais, the real and the synbolic one who balances



between action and contemplation, involvement and self-preservation,

emotion and intel-lect, dreams and reality, and who sometimes despairs of

ever reconciling these disparate elements" (f, vii). Significantly it is

the symbolic Anal-'s whom stuhlmann cites as striving for balance or

betweenness. The sense of balancing or betweenness wíth reference to the

sel-f is a functi-on both of the dynamic nature of the self as process, and

of the bipolarity or duality which is the very spring of life. If self-

definition through creative willing is one side of the story,

sel-f-discovery through introspection as weLl as others' mediation (proper

mirroring) is tne other. lühile the Diq¡J¡ offers us the symbolic ^Sna'i's, the

real woman is not as readily available.

The polarity of imposing and sharing which is a basic contradiction

underlying Nin's feminine theory of art, originates in her theory of growth

and personality and is pervasive in her art of portraiture. Her

understanding of artistic growth as an implementation of the creative will

motivates her desire to put Rank's theory into practice. Aspiring to be

unique, Nin feels driven or compelled to impose her artj-stic vision and to

personify continuous growth. The result is her tendency to present hersel-f

as inventing the schena. To the contrary, her understanding of personal

growth as organic and asymmetrical- combines with her artistic need to share

her vision and to be a representative or symbolic sel-f. The resul-t is her

tendency to present hersel-f as a matrix.

Iurthermore, semantics aside, Nin's very conception of wholeness is

polarized. At times she conceives of wholeness as an original or primal

state we need to recreate, which leads to her concern with matrixing as

creative fostering through proper mirroring and mal<es the core or basic

emotional- seLf the means of recLaiming or rediscovering wholeness. 0n the



other hand, Nin al-ternately conceives of wholeness as an ideal which needs

to be actualized through implementation of the creative will. This

presupposition leads to a self-conscious concern with inventing the schema

and with image-making or effecting persona, as the means of generating

wholeness" Accordingly, this theoretical dichotomy of schema and matrix

sustains her practice of balancing or betweenness in an effort to achieve

whol-eness and maturity. However, as Nin reports: "Larry says my concept

of wholeness attained by an equilibrium between duality is not true

wholeness. All f do is not break the final cord" (lt, 252). As we

consider in the subsequent chapter how she alternates between these two

modes of growth in her effort to balance, to be an uncommon character and a

representative seJ-f , expansive and in'bimate, sel-ective and yielding, woman

and artist, objective and visionary, r/ùe are reminded of Robert Duncan's

image of Nin: "she moves sideways through glass" (lIl, 19).
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CHAPTER TTtrO

INVENTING THE SCHEMA OR BEING THE iVIATRIX

ALTERNATE MODES 0F GROII¡TH TOhiARD IùHOIENESS

The Diary of Anai's Nin is essential-ty a self-portrait and others are

presented as the hunan context for her emotionaf evofution. Through Nin's

account of her portraiture of Otto Rank, we learn that she conceives of her

portraits as gifts, which if'bhey meet with the subject's approval, confirm

the subject's understanding of her, rather than her understanding of them

(f, ,Of). Her belief that "in literary relationships I am very masculine"

hinges on the willingness of a subject to carr"y her projections, to accept

her casting and to play the assigned rol-es. If for Henry yieldingness is

"a philosophy created out of a temperament", Nin is by tenperament most

inclined towards the active exertion of her creative will- through the

invention of schema as opposed to the rel-ease of her creative will through

the process of matrixing (I, 257). Through the art of portraiture Nin is

able to experience her imagination as having the power of reality and

insi-sts that "trrlhat f imagine is as true as what is" (l,2OO). fnitially,

she makes certain assumptions about others and articulates these fu1ly.

Then she relates to others on the basis of these assumptions she has made

conscious. fn turn, people remain focal- in the Diu{y while they accept the

persona assigned them, thereby confirming Nin's sense of herself as

visionary or prophetic.
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Nin thinks of characters as her creati-ons, as evidenced by her

references to them as products engendered by her imagination or as s¡rmbols

of her past. Although she bel-ieves that she has a gift for "reading"

character and that she endeavors to intuit the core of a person and to

understand them in context, the Diary actually demonstrates her tenr{ency to

establ-ish literary relationships. This neans that rather than housing her

core, the Ðiar¿ displays her persona as she endeavors to be a matrix for

others, by a forcing of the maternal persona. Espousing the superiority

of symbotic motherhood she cl-aims to "have known a motherhood beyond

biological motherhood--the bearing of artists, and life, hope and creation"

(I, 2I7). Through rel-ationship and through art Nin aspires to folIow D. H.

Lawrence's dictum: "Give up bearing children and bear hope and love and

devotion to those already born" (I, ?-f5). Engaged in the art of

portraiture, Nin is free to indulge her l-ove of guiding others, forning

lives, playing teacher and judging in quarrels. The problematic issue is

whether Nin al-lows her symbolic chil-dren to be themseLves.

She admits that one seeks peopì-e to corroborate one's preconceived

notions: "my father gave me the idea that atl men rúere sel-fish, incapable

of love, unfaithful. Then to prove the exactness of the image, one seeks

people who match this image, corroborate this assumption, this

generalization. But hov¡ wonderfuL it is to acquire an objective knowledge

of others" (f, :-75). Seeking people to match one's preconceived image is

certainly not a means of acquiring an objective knowledge of others.

Ironically, the emphasis in the preceding passage is upon confirming

subjective knowledge of others and the personal need to create certain

characters, to prove the exactness of one's ideas and inages.

Significantly, whiLe Nin commences the admission personally by referríng to
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her own pattern, as she proceeds she distances herself from the pattern

identified, and generalizes about the tendency to seel< a matrix for

oneself, to meet orre's personal needs through the refationships one elects.

Furthermore, Nin subsequently concedes: "l{hen f write Ín the first person

I feel I am more honest than when a man generalizes" (lI, 25). Similarly,

we recal-l- a discussion by Fraenkel-, Miller and Nin in which Fraenkel-

advocates making symbols of people, on the grounds "that is the only way to

hold on to them" for "as ideas they beJ-ong to you, they become íncorporated

into your worl-d" (I, 102). tlhereas, Nin indicates that Miller and Fraenkel

hold opposing viewpoints in this discussion, she l-eaves her own stance

unvoiced. But that her philosophical- stance is al-lied with tr'raenkel's

becomes apparent from her practice.

According to Nin's theory of personalíty, character is essentially

mythic, dynamic and composite. She is arüare that the art of portraiture

has both positive and negative dimensions which relate directly to the

intent or rnotivation of the portrait artist. Through portraiture Nin

proceeds to examine how vle are formed, to consider character as destiny and

as alterabl-e: "trr/hat we cal-l- our destiny is truly our character and that

character can be altered . All this can be al-tered íf we have the

courage to examine how it formed us. Ïüe can al-ter the chemistry provided

we have the courage to dissect the elements" (1, 726). Essential-l-y this

statement is Nin's early affirmation of our ability to invent the schema.

llhereas she vehemently confirms the control- of character as the means to

altering ones' destiny, she cites dissection of the formative elements as

prerequisite. According to Nin: "Henry cannot inpose a pattern on me,

because I make rny or{n. And I can make my own portrait too" (t, 147).

Hence, for Nin, portraiture's power resídes in its affiliation with the
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notion of making and inposíng patterns.

Paradoxi-calJ-y, creating portraits of others may function as a mode of

personal exorcism, as an instrument for determining and redirecting ones

personal patterns. Nin's reflection on her extended portrayal of her

father reveal-s this dimension of portraiture to us: "Through the years I
had made a portrait of him which I had sought to destroy in myself. On the

basis of a few resemblances, one fears total resemblance. I did not want

to be hj-m" (1, 2O9). Consideration of portraiture's potential- as a mode of

judgement and knowl-edge is significant in light of Nin's Rankian bel-ief

that the creative personality is unique in its delineation of a genuine

ideaL. In the passage cited we witness her inversion of the creative

process of evol-ving an ideal-. The practice of producing a model of what

not to be, is as antithetical- to her theory of the creative will as

"dissecting the elements" is antithetical- to her theory of organic growth

and whol-eness.

However, portraiture's prophetic powers can be experienced negatively,

as Nin's reflection on June attests: "Then f saw the ravages which Henry's

literary inventions have caused in June's poor vascillating mind.

Everything he has written, said, distorterl, exaggerated, has confused her,

disintegrated her personality, her own sincerity" Now she stands before

the bulk of Henry's wri-ting and cannot tel-l- whether she is a prostitute, a

goddess, a criminal, a saint" (t, r41)" hihen June has lost her pattern she

objects to Henry's al-teration of her stature: "'I expected Henry to do

wonderful things with my life, my stories, ilx friends, to heighten them,

add to them. But instead he reduced it aLl, vulgarized it, made it shabby

and ugly . . .' She had wanted to be restored to literature as a character,

in al"l- her magnificence and abundance and wíldness" (1, f46). Nin is
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deeply aware of this very human desire to become a character, to be

mythicized, ideal-ized. It corroborates the Rankian assumption that the

creative personality not only accepts, but actively glorifies itself.

lühereas substantiation of the art of portraiture in the Diary as an art of

love can be found in her documentation of the character's exchange of

visions or views of the worfd, interpretation as an experience or act of

polüer i-s evident from Nin's manner of imposing her vision or views.

Essential-ly we find that Nin strains to make Henry see the r,¡orLd as she

does through the vehicl-e of June's portrait"

Eruneshed in the tangled relationship of Henry and June, Nin speaks

candidly of versions of a character and refers to herself as nediator:

"They are cl-earer to themselves and to each other. And I? I may suffer

from the insanities they left behind. I may pick up on their tangles 
'

their insincerities, their complexities" (1, f54). This rel-ativity and

contagi-on of perception becomes a prevalent rnotif for Nin who feels

personally empowered to reveal people to each other through the portraiture

process: "I am giving Henry and June to each other. I am the impersonal

reveal-er" ( I, V6) .

Nin's ambi-valence concerning the functioning of the creative will- in

the feminine personality is underscored by her conception of the sel-f as

mediator or revealer as an impersonal- rol-e" However, although she refers

to herself as "the impersonal- reveal-er" in the first Diary , in The Novel- of

the Future she emphasizes the alchemy of portrayer and portrayed by

insisting peopJ-e "rel-ate to a presence. Many manifestations of the

personality, repulsive or seductive, are the fault of the portraitist"

(p. f50). Iurthermore, she believes "in the capacity of certain people to

obtain infornation, secrets, and confessions" (p. 164). Although she
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acknovüledges the col-laboration of the sitter, "obtaining . secrets and

confessions" suggests the role of portraiture as an exposure. hlhile on the

one hand Nin speaks of her "fictionalizing" as distinct from her art of

portraiture in the Qlqry and refers to the creati-on of a composite portrait

which "is no longer the original," her theoretical presupposition within

the Dialy has been that since growth is ínteractive, this original

personality is by nature composite and the portraiture process is an

alchemy. Símilarly, although Nin frequently refers to personality as "the

purest example of relativity" she al-so espouses empathy as "the truest

objectivity" (lv. F. , L95, 68).

Portraiture's role as the purveyor of objective knowJ-edge presupposes

the portrait artist's cuftivation of a fine sensitivity to distinctions

between the ideal- and the real, the core and the public persona. However,

since Nin does not accomplish this we witness imprecision and

confusion--such as her theoretical- reference to a "flexi-ble . core" (tl.

tr'., I97). As the center of gravity within, the nature of the core is

basically unchanging, and flexibility i.s a function of fluidity in its

exchange of personas. Self-portraiture is Nin's neans of establ-ishing or

"instal-ling" her ideal- personality, the social persona she strains to live

up to, whereas the real- Nin remains "suspended" and is mediated to us

indirectly through the commentary and response--the mirroring of others as

welL as the rhetorical questions and self-criticisms she advances. She is

our unreliable narrator and portraiture provides her with a means of

manipulating us as readers.

Although Nin intends through portraiture to explore and acknowledge

the significance and va1ue of others, the effect is seldom as inspiring as

she suggests: "I see the synbol-ism of our lives. I live on two levels,
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the human and the poetic. f see the parables, the allegories. I felt that

he was doing reali-sm, and that I could go up in my stratosphere and survey

the mythology of June. I sought to desribe overtones. All the facts about

June are useless to my vi-sionary perception of her unconsci-ous sel-f. This

!ìras a distillation. But it was not brocade. It was full- of neaning" (t,

110). But "to describe overtones" from up in her stratosphere suggests a

tendency to l-ook down upon others, in fact a going up to look down, one of

her acts of pity, interpreted perhaps as love. Furtherrnore, envisioning

the symbol-ism of our lives as parable or as allegory also reflects a

reductive tendency analagous to her "inventing" of myth, "designing of

synchronicity" and search for her "psychoanalytic way out of situations."

Thus the phrase "up in my stratosphere" is pretentious in its suggestíon of

power and control, just as to "survey the rnythology of June" suggests a

scanning or lack of depth rather than a visionary perception, a surface

brocade rather than a distillation. Consequently one is skeptical about

the extent of reciprocity in Nin's relationships and the degree of autonomy

al-lowed the other, fot the passage cited suggests not only an

inaccessability, but a satisfaction in distancing herself from others.

Rank's "acceptance of l-ife as drama" was appealing to Nin, as an

artistic as opposed to scientific approach to the rol-e of analyst (f, 296).

fnstead of being bored by yet another nanifestation of neurosi-s Rank's

sincere i-nterest in signature means that he prizes variati-ons on eternal-

themes, the re-enacting, the dramatízation more than the pattern, the

expression of the drama not the explanation. This archetypal perspective

on human nature is basic to his recognition of Nin's experimentation with

self and his conment "You tried to 1ive your life l-ike a myth. .You are

a myth-maker" (1, 272), In response, he acted "as if" she "t¡ere unique, as
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if this lrere a unique adventure not a phenomenon to be categorized" (1,

272). However, Nin speaks of the invention of myths as opposed to the

di-scovery of them, and this "invention" conveys the narrow sense of myth as

untruth or as serving to explain phenomena and as such is analogous to her

ability to see the pattern of our Lives as parable or allegory.

Consequently for Artaud she invented the story of her split which she calls

"the myth of my divided love" (I, 229). Furthermore with her father she

invents the myth of the doubl-e, reflecting thereby what she, herself, has

described as the typically scientific attitude which "skel-etonizes the

personali-ty and produces a contraction, a reduction to phenonena" (I, 297).

If for Nin diary writing is a means of rel-iving her life "in terms of a

dream, a myth, an endless storyr" mythicization means enlarging,

developing, magnifying, thereby achieving universality (1, 89). If Nin

were indeed a personification of Rank's theories, his recognition of

archetype and signature, her conflict over the uniqueness and universality

of the self woul-d have wained. fnstead, we witness her straining and

unnatural-ness, as "i-nvention" of myth becomes a mode of i-nventing the

schema, thereby giving the self a nol-d: "The mold we give to our lives is

so that there will be no catacfysns. The order we seek we are willing to

surrender to the flow of life at anytime, but it is there as a brake. lrie

put brakes on against our temperament" (r, 2r4). Molding our lives "as a

brake" "against our temperament" is not only unnaturaL, it is a fearful and

defensive action: "so that there will- be no cataclysms." Since for Nin,

"art itself is a form of control", we woul-d be weLL advised to take

seriously her off-hand and undeveloped conment that "Diary writing as the

art of self-defense is worth consideration" N. I'. , :-7B, f46). Giving the

seff a rnold., as a brake against our temperament, is clearly not an organíc
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growth mode. fn fact, it reflects Rank's conception of the artist as

inventor and deformer and it is in this sense that she personifies his

theories.

Appropriately Nin's concept of the Diary's function seems to parallel

the theory of personality she is assimil-ating and evolving, since The Diary

is concerned both with her self-definition and her exploration of vroman's

nature through her dual sense of seLf as representative or s¡rmbolic,

uniquely individual- and mul-ti-dímensional. Hence, paralleling the

individual- and collective tlimensi-ons of the self, the Diary is employed

both as an instrunent for separation and for bridging. Subjectivity, the

truths of the inner life are the uLtimate real-ities for Nin, and therefore

the Digry is cl-osely tied to her sense of self. She has saitl the Dlery was

the gathering place of her fragmented sel-f and yet she suggests that this

seLf functions to hold the Dia:ly together, giving it unity. SeLf or

Diary--which provides continuity for which? As Evelyn Hinz emphasizes:

"Îhe DiarX'is not a reliabl-e index either to the journal or to Nin's life,

nor was it ever meant to be" (Lecture, 1O). In fact, Nin's intentions are

directly rel-ated to her al-ternate strategies of presenting herself as

inventing a scherna on her own behal-f or being a matrix for others.

Consequently Nin often enploys the Diary as a catalyst to the process of

inragining an autonomous se1f, as an instrument in the mobilization and \"''

direction of her creative will. Al-ternately she intends her DiqlI to

foster and substantiate the value of writing and l-iterature as therapeutic ,/''

experience. Curiously the l-atter avant-garde i-ntention forms the substance

of her application for a Guggenheim fel-lowship in Volume Five, but her

proposal is so unimpressive, so poorly organized and underdeveloped,

readers cannot share her indignation at being passed over (V, a5).
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Through control of the art of portraiture Nin is able to confirm her

self-inage and be in controf of the impression she creates on others. It

offers a means of dominating or manipulating others through control of the

point of view. tr'urthennore, it enabl-es Nin to effect an ideal-ization of

herself and imagine a self-possession which does not yet exist. Schema and

matríx are the two approaches between which Nin al-ternates in her effort to

animate or personify the ideaLs her discontinuous theory of personality

advances. Itlhereas being matrix made her feel womanly, inventing the schema

consol-idated her sense of artistic identity and her concomitant concern

with compulsion, continuity and the ideal. Her powerful and repeated

experience of "betweenness" can be considered a direct reflection of her

difficulty, even of her ineptness at intuiting when to al-ter her strategy.

O:r the one hand, she presents herself as both a matrix for others and a

model- of self-actualization. 0n the other hand, she presents hersel-f as

preoccupied with the process of producing her creative personality.

Sensing the discrepancy between her idealized and actualized sel-f she

observes: "There were always, in me, two T¡romen at l-east, one rronan

desperate and bewiLdered, who fel-t she was drowning, and another who only

wanted to bring beauty, grace and aliveness to people and who would leap

into a scene, as upon a stage, conceal her true emotions because they were

weaknesses, helplessness, despair and present to the world only a smile, an

eågerness, curiosi-ty, enthusiasm, interest" (f, 270). lntuiting her lack

of a core to co-ordinate and evolve the diverse personas, she quite

appropriately feels split or disentegrated and practices betweenness. As a

result she finds: "I had no in-between existence: only flights, mobility, v''

euphoria; and despair, depression, disill-usion, paralysis, shock and a

shattering of the mirror" (t, 27O).
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Funk and hiagnall's Standard College Dictionary offers some useful-

insights on the terms schema and matrix. Inventing the "schema" is a

tactic refl-ecting the "abstract representation . of a process,

,, ]-organization. "* lühile it may imply a scheming or inplementation of a

strategy, it afso suggests a tendency to dranatization and hence the

establ-ishment of literary relationships. Nin's alternate strategy for

effecting growth and se.l-f-portraiture, being "matrix," suggests the obvious

analogy of "the ÌÍomb", "that in which anything originates, develops, takes

shape or is contained." (F. & W., 816). The manipul-ative dimension of the

terrn matrix is inherent in the connotation of container¡ as "a nold in

which anything is cast or shaped." As wel-l- the term rnatrix has important

associations with the process of stereotyping, referring to the "impression

of a form, from v¡hich a plate for printing may be made" (¡. a W., 876).

This eoncept of matrix, as stereotyping, the understanding of others as

plates receiving compressed naterial- from Nin as matrix, causes us to

reconsider Nin's evident delight in the "pri-nting process." Significantly,

we have discovered that there are two modes of casting in which Nin

indulges and delights: through inventing the schema bhere is her

dramatization of literary relationships and through the process of being

the matri-x, there is casting as stereotyping. Nin employs both these nodes

in her struggle to be prototypi-c, to be a blueprint for others"

Sel-f-knowledge refers to the degree of conscious recognition of one's

core or deepest self, behind the diverse personas. Initially, we find Nin

at the center of the DierX, but she's not centered, she's fall-ing apart.

She is not a bal-anced or secure self, as balance properly understood

implies being centered, havi-ng one's center of gravity within, having a

sel-f-concept tied to one's core and not to one's roles or persona.
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Such a seLf is secure, free to be playful with its persona. Balance,

whol-eness, directing ones destiny become a possibiJ-ity only when the self

has this center of gravity within. Yet the provision of proportion or

synthesis to personalities is envisioned by Nin as one of portraiture's

dirnensions of power: "Henry said 'f have always thought a great deal, but

there Ïlas a hub missing. And what was the missing hub? ft was as you

said, an understanding of myself. It is your visíon of me which keeps me

powerfully together. You reject all the unimportant detaiÌs. You never

get confused as June does, and you give my acts and my experiences the

correct proportion"' (I, f5Ð. Having recognized Henry's ro-l-e as "hub" for

June, Nin not only aspires to become a third wheel- in their relationship,

she wants to be this "nissing hub" for Henry. However, this aspiration to

be a hub or core for another promotes the idea of an external center of

gravity, and as a practice i-s a basic contradiction of her theory of

personality.

Although Nin expects characters to be consistent with themselves, her

inage of Henry is inconsistent. I{ith Henry she speaks aLternately of his

critical-ness and his absence of critical-ness. She cal-l-s him a realist and

yet maintains he mythotogizes June. She prides herself on the organization

of the man and of his work. Having cl-aimed to conplete his writing, she

proceeds to claim his writing completes him. The obvious inference that

she is endorsing is the sense of hersel-f as matrix, as his conpletion. Her

perspective is intriguing: "To be consistent with himself, he should not

have sought this from me: a unification, a wholeness, a drawi-ng together,

a core" (1, 257). While her concept of self as functioning to center or

unify others is reflected here, there is real ambiguity with reference to

what Henry should not expect from her--that she have a core or that she
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functíon as his.

Basically Nin effects a negative association of her maternaÌ and

artistic por¡rers or persona. Envisioning others as characters and therefore

as her creations, she proceeds to form, mo1d, guide and manipulate then.

As satel-lites of her inner space, they must live up to her typing of them.

As she presents it, she is the one who evolves, and others do not

individuate, they fade. ConsequentJ-y her presentation of them remains

essentially consistent, and they do not reflect the change her d¡mamic

concept of personality and relationship suggests one might expect. In the

preface to A Photographic Supplement to the Diary, Nin emphasizes that "we

need to see people from many angles" and therefore regrets being unable to

incl-ude several- portraits.2 She speaks of her word portraits as an

ill-usive art of image making, and she concedes the incompleteness of her

images. To distinguish between bíography and visual or photographic

representation as modes of portraiture, one must consider the dimension of

time and movement, obviously most avail-able to the biographer. This

dimension of Nin's self-portraiture seems either stilted or forced as she

endeavors to provide her autobiography by means of other's stil-l portraits,

substantiating her growth by placing herself in controlled contexts, b¡r

means of her manipulation of others' portraits.

Once Nin has formed and developed an image of someone, they are

expected to be consistent with this image. She does not all-ow much roorn

for them to develop or even to age" Her vision of her father is rooted in

a static image, an early photograph taken just at the time he left them.

Like her father, Rene Allendy her analyst and Miralles her Spanish dancing

teacher are j-n their l-ater years. All three are eventualÌy depicted by Nin

less than sympathetícal-Iy, as men who are old and rreary, who can not live
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up to her expectations or her sense of their promise any longer. 0f

Ivliralles Nin refLects: "Just because I listened to his gaudy stories of a

gaudy past, he glowed, he went at his dancing with renewed vigor, he was

rejuvenated, he bought himself a nerü suit" (1, 264). These men have

clearly lost their magic for Nin. Allendy's "problem" is that he is not a

poet and she refers to him as "the nan who is only half a magician" (I,

I7Ð . Yet we are to assume that she herself sustains her personal magic,

for when he comes to Louvecienne she reports that he is enchanted, just as

Henry Miller I/ìIas ensorcel-]ed"

Homemaking is the stereotypic feminine roLe and as matrix Nin defines

hersel-f as an accomplished homemaker. Not only does she pride herself on

her abil-ity to make people feel at home in her worfd, she makes it her

rnission to find and furnish a nest for Henry, aspi-ring to be "the Enormous

Parent" just as his nother Ìras for him "ímmense in the scal-e of the

universe" (I, fi)" Ordering and manipulating her environment gives her a

sense of reassurance about her abil-ity to i-nvent the schema. fnclined as

she was to literary living, keeping her closets in obsessive order gave her

a defensive sense of readiness as well as a sense of personal- power through

controL of the persona. tlhen inventing the schemar Nin is concerned with

change and flippantly remarks to Madame Allendy that she woul-d not wj-sh for

a chair to l-ast ten years (I, f77), fndeed, it is style that attracts her.

llhen being the matrix, she becomes concerned with preservation and

fostering. At such times she voices her opposition to the discarding of

cl-othes or furni-ture, enphasizing her personal attachment: "f often bought

two of everything I liked. I felt the danger of loss. I wanted to be

prepared against the l-oss of a dress I l-oved which might T,üear out" (lI,

59). However, twenty pages later in the same earLy volume she completely
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shifts her strategy and viewpoint: "f never buy for duration, only for

effect, as I recognized the ephemeralness of my settings. I know they are

soon to be changed to match the j-nner change. Life should be fl-uid" (Il,

59). Judging her father's struggle for permanency as a fear of life Nin

insists: "hrhatever is not al-ive f want to cast aïiay, even if it is an of d

chair. llhatever is not playing a role in the present drama is good for the

attic" (tt, 59). But the Spaniard's ritual bonfire is not for Nin who is

careful not to cast things any farther than her attic.

Casting out whatever or whoever is not playing a role in the drama is

typical of Nin. She finds "an analyst in love is as blind as anyone else

in l-ove" (I, 162), and confesses "I think its humorous that I should have

gone to Allendy to get cured of a l-ack of confidence in my womanly charms,

and that it should be those very charrns he has succumbed to" (I, 165).

Despite the "bad theatre" of the whipping they staged and despite the

difficulty she cLaj-ms to have experienced restraining her laughter, she

remarks dispargingly "I acted weLl so that in the taxi, he had a recurrence

of'passion' (I speak relativeLy) and he was joyous" (I,196). In the

first Diqty she wants her men to act J-ike poets and col-laborate with her in

staging scenes of beautiful emotion. Artaud tell-s her straight out that

this Love of hers for her father is an abomination and accuses her quite

rightly of giving everyone the illusion of maximum love, of being the

chosen one. Her response is revealing: "f was silent. I denied noth:'-ng.

But I felt he hras rìrrong to interpret it as premeditated" (I, 245). Then

when Artaud becones incensed by her literary living, her reaction is:

"There was nothing beautiful about his anger, I seemed to take pleasure in

his misunderstanding of me. Because he did not bel-ieve me when I tried to

say 'I do not want you as a lover' and now he was blaming me for my
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ïÌreakness. I let him. I did not seek to make him understand himself or me.

I let hj-m describe me as one'tenebrous oscil-lation.' f let him pronounce

his anathemas, curses, as a mal-ific, dangerous being, black magic, and he

seemed more and more like an outraged castrated monk" (I, 245). Nin

manages to retain her sense of nastery and power by repeatedly emphasizing

her control, what she "fet him" do. In this "scene with Artaud" she masks

her defenses tonally, feigning amusement and engineering for Artaud the

role of "outraged castrated monk"" fndeed, she does take pleasure in his

nisinterpretati-on of the situation.

Early in liqry one Nin muses whether people coul-d "change size

according to our vision of thern" (1, 57), All five vofurnes of the Diafy

corroborate this very possibility through the art of portraiture. While

mythicization is regarded by Nin as a means of extending human potential,

caricature is a means of belittJ-ing. She refers to the archetypal

dimension of her portrait of her father as an "image engraved indelibly in

mysterious regions of my being, sunk in sand, yet reappearing persistently,

in fragments, in other men" (I, 2$). This sense of the continuity of

personality leads her to discuss her experience of others in terrns of

superimpositions and synchronicity: "Superirnpositions. The impish face of

Henry. A sudden flash into his mul-ti-l-ateral- nature. Behind him I see a

severe Dr. Allendy, condemning him" Then I see June's face falling away

behlnd the taxí window, and the whole world confuses me" (f, lr8). Nin

wants to believe that there is great continuity in her relati-ons and

devotions to people. Although she justifies this continuity by means of an

explication of "her manner of dialogue" with Dr. Rene Allendy and her

synchronization of visions with Antonin Artaud, both anecdotes are

laughable and both portraíts verge unintentionatly on caricature. Dialogue
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presupposes rel-ati.onship, reciprocj-ty, a recognj-tion of the others autonomy

and in this tight it j.s val-uable to study Ni-n's own reflection on her

clialogue technique: "hlhen we are interrupted, i,t is characteri.sti.c of me

that lny thread renlai.ns unbroken. f stand in the roon pcssessed by the

theme, and I do not let go" I,,ihile Allendy is fini.shing hÍ.s telephone call

in my nind I contj.nue our talk unti I i.t :i,s conrpleted, only superfi.cially

dj.sturbed by the realistic intrusion, deeply untouched by i.t, independent

of it. This conti.nuj-ty llenry has fel-t: it is l-ike a catalyzer, a poi.nt rle

ra_l-liemerrt, a rnagnetic centralizer of scattered and di.sconnected el"ements"

(t, lSl). I{ere i.s a fine examp}e of l,trin's ì.rnpositi.on of conti.nuity through

building bri.dges in her mind. Unvi.si.oning reali.ty as a superfi.ci.al

disturbance, as she strains to impose her noti.on of continui.ty, the theme

which possesses her is the thread she w11l not let go of. In other words

she is not so much possessed and preoccupi.ed, as she is possessi.ve and

manipulative. Consequently she indulges in the inventi.on of di.alogue and

the desi.gning of synchronicity, assuming the i.ntegratjve functi.on for other

selves, usurping thei.r ri,ghts and responsibi.li.ty by inventíng the schema.

She writes Antonin Artaud that "!/hat is esserrtial- i-s not to feel that

one' s l¡ords fel"l- 'i.lrto a void" ( I , lij¿i) . She ctaims to have "prepared a

'!{orfd'r to receive him, as evi.denced by House of Incest which "though

wri.tten before T knew you, r¡ra$ written to synchronize wi.th your vi.sion of

the world" (f , lil8). Clear'ly thi.s j.s an example of her retrospecti.ve

invention of synchroni.ci-ty by building bri.dges or connections in her mi.nd.

Indeed, her choi.ce of language for the descripti.on of relat j.orrships at this

juncture is equally forced, to the poi.nt of bei.ng steril-e, alntost

nindlessly robotic : "As I predi.cted, l'lenry i.s getting; st1mulated by 'hral-ter

Lowerif'els whi.le I am bei.ng stimulated by Artaud, and i.t i.s only because I
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too an livirrg nul-tiLaterally that I can understand Henry's nerrt enthusj.asn.

llj.s extravagant pages on Lowenfels are the counterpart of my extravagant

pages on Artaud" (I, lBS). Being stimul-ated as opposed to getting

stimulated suggests a mj.ndless passivity cn her own part, despite the

impli.ed synchroni.city with Henry conveyed i.n the text by the terru "whil-e."

I'urtherrnore, she presents her abi.lity to nake predicti.ons as synchronicity

uhen actually it ís a rneasure of her control through i.nventing the schema.

Inherent in thi.s påssage i.s the understandi.ng of synchroni,city as seeki.ng

or being counterparts in an extravagance based on rivalry. As such j.t j.s

remi.ni-scent of her previously confessed temptaticn to invent eventful-ness

as a means of fil-li.ng out, as a way of matchi.ng the eventfulness of llenry

and Jur¡e' s Life ( t, e5 ) .

At the outset of the Diary }lin views art as a refief from life, as an

escape fron home and garden. She makes a notenorthy analysj.s of herself:

"lviy greatest fear i.s that people vlifl becorne aware that I am fragi.le, not a

ful]-btown wonìan physically, that I am enotionally vulnerable, that I have

srnaLl breasts l-ike a girl . And so f cover all- thj.s up wi,th understandì.n9,

wi.sdom, i.nterest j.n others, wi.th my rni.nd's agili.ty, iv:i.th my wr1.ti.n8r mJ

reading: I cover the lronan up, to reveal only the artist, the confessor,

the friend, the mother, the sister" (f, ge). Here being emotionally

underdeveloped i,s associated with and represented by physi,cal

underdevelopment, not being full--blown j.s l-j.nlced to inmaturi.ty or not bei.ng

in fu]I-b]oorn. If Àii.n equates not bei.ng a ful]-blovrn womarì wi.th being

enrotionalÌy vulnerable, the converse, bej.ng fult-blown couLd i.mply ei.ther

an emoti.onally secure or emotionally bul-warked or defensi.ve self .

Stereotypj.c feminj.ne persona and the vocation ofl arti.st are employed by lti.n

as s. cover or <lisgui,se for being under<leveloped as a ïroman, not full-blovrn

Yffiffi UruIVHM$ITV $F M&NNT"ffiffiA I'IffiT{AR!HS
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physically or emotionali-y. Sínce this is an insightful seLf-analysis,

reflecting considerabl-e self knowledge, the possibility of growth seems

inmanent.

Thus we are not surprised when at the end of Volume One, she presents

Rank as overly commited to ideation, having "no enjoyment of the flowerr"

while she depicts herself âs "turned inside out, flowering to the utmost"

(1, J27t 729)" Ìlhile flowering to the utmost is interpreted positively in

this context, however on earl-ier occasions Nin had been severe in her

judgment of two other lronen for their literal enactment of this tendency to

turn the flower inside out. Madame Allendy and then Countess lucie are

denigrated for forcing nature, by prying the tulips open so they will

appear more exotic (fr i-77 and 186). Forcing nature to "appear" exotic or

unique is her own basic strategy for self-promoti-on.

June's fluidity makes the power of yielding apparent to Nin r.r¡ho

professes "I love her power of non-resistance, of yielding" (1, 42).

Consequently the use of the verb "fet" becomes a subtl-e motif, enabling Nin

to suggest that she too is very accommodating' while proving she is in

control. Maintaining that she "let" her vision fal-l- short, Nin

subsequently claims "I let no one save me from necessary suffering and

error" (1, 5o4i II, 5O7). If in Vol-urne One _she "Let June go to the very

end of her peversities" even in Volume tr'ive she cLaj-ms to have l-et David

Man spill his drink on her dress, "remain adhesive and talk" (1, 750; r{,

79). Similarly, with Conrad Moricand she explains that "To cover up my

help I let him translate House of fncest" (V, 186).

Furthermore, creating a world by inventing a schena becomes associ-ated

with fraudul-ence and unnaturalness, confusion and absurdity. Although Nin

counsel-s Countess Lucie on the necessity of creating a world for herself,
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she proceeds to argue her own superiority and concludes "Lucie can come

into mine" (I, 186). This desire to invent the schema or to regard "the

journat as itinerary" is closely tied to Nin's tendency to force her

persona by literary tiving (I, 189). It is best reflected by her

eornmentary on engineering "her psychoanalytical way out of the situation"

w'ith Allendy:

llhen I began to invent the scherna by which
f was going to free myself of meeting
Allendy on Thursday without harming, I was
naking an abstract play. But by the time f
told Allendy all this, I began so vividly
to inagine, how I would feel if I Loved
Allendy and di-scovered that he was dividing
his love between me and another T¡Ioman' that
I became very emotional and thoroughly
sincere. . . .I became aldare that I had
moved Allendy with a most fraudulent case,
which I was beginning to beLieve in! It
was becoming increasingly difficult to
rernember that Allendy had no mistress,
because f was moved by my own story, and
Allendy's compassionate interpretation of
it (r, r9D).

Unable to bel-ieve in al-l the schema she invents, Nin admits: "Oh, Anai's,

it was such bad theatre! It was Grand Guignol. A dime novel. lilhat does

one do when one is suddenly in the middle of a dime noveL? .I laughed.

It was not exciting. It was only my pride which was offended I was

laughing at the absurdity, the unreality" (I, f96).

Inventing the schema means "making an abstract p1ayr" imagining a

motivation and acting as "if" this were true. Here sincerity is reduced

to Nin's belief in her own abstractions, and her relationship with Allendy

becomes a l-iterary one in which she is moved by her own story. Similarly,

with respect to her father and Antonin Artaud, Nin effects a literary

rel-ationshj.p and fa1ls in love with her image of them. 0n Artaud she
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surmises: "To be touched by Artaud means to be poisoned by the poison

which is destroying him. \'lith his hands he was imprisoning ny dreams,

because they were l-ike his. I have a love for the poet who walks inside of

my dreams, for his pain and the flame in him, but not for the man. I

cannot be physically bound to him" (I, 274), Essentj-afly the poet of her

dreams' the man she loves is her own image of him. Similarly A1lendy, her

father, Durrell, Duncan and Vidal al-l fade from the Diqfy when they decl-ine

to live up to her casting or when they mirror her unfavorably.

Nin ad¡rits: "!Ie are cruef when someone refuses to play the role in

which we have cast him. trtle judge a person only according to his

reLationship towards us." (III, f95). The art of portraiture as practiced

by Nin is therefore potentially a defensive and premeditated action: "We

choose the verdict and then proceed to substantiate the fact. Thus, we add

to the portrait only proofs of our assertions, what we seek to prove, to

be.l-ieve" (IIl, 228). Jim Herlihy recognizes this dimension in her

portraiture of hin and asks to be given this portrait, referring to it as

"the way f want to be and feeL that at my best I am" (V, 222). Sim1larly

Lawrence Durrell says "I don't want to disappoint you, destroy your idea of

me" (ll, 25O). Accordingly, Nin "cannot accept the limitations of the

faithful portrait, or the often static pauses in others' lives, their

sudden stratifications, or even rÍorse, their obsessional repetition of

patterns" (lV, 56). trrlhen she sits in judgment with respect to the

obsessional patterns and sudden stratifications of others, she dissociates

hersel-f from the criticism and. speaks of "their" difficul-ties. However,

when it comes to a personal confession readers may note that she diminishes

the force of her own admission by generalizing and spealci-ng of "h¡er" as the

opening citation 1n this paragraph dernonstrates.
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Literary living is a strain and is basic to Nin's experience of

betweenness: "Iiterature is an exaggeration, a dramatization, and those

who are nourished on it (as I was) are in great danger of trying to

approxi-mate an impossible rhythm. Trying to l-ive up to Dostoevskian scenes

everyday. And between writers there is a straining after extravagance. ïle

incite each other to jazz up our rhythm" (1, 109). For Nin, conflict and

rivalry are at the root of the experience of betweenness and she is "always

between two worl-ds, always in confl-ict" (f, f45). Literature and life are

the two worl-ds she is between and if the experience of betweenness is

analagous to her sense of being "suspended over lifer" it is also the

¡ro'bivation for her tendency to demytholog:'.zation, her desire to "possess

images as permanent sources of joy (1, I49, 262).

Tillich's understanding of the life span of a symbol is useful- here.

He is firm in the conviction that they grow when the situation is "ripe"

and die when the situation changes and they "no longer produce response in

the group where they originally found expressÍon." This is because symbols

"are created or at least accepted by the coflectíve unconscious of the

group in which they appear" (D, E., 45). Nin impl-ies that she declines

compliance with the reader's wish that she provide the interpretation of

symbols: "trühen one tells a story in the form of a parable, a myth, a

fantasy, people have to do the unraveLing of the meaning, as when you bring

a dream to the anai-yst and he has to interpret it. But I find the readers

want me to do the unraveling. That would be like writing a poem and then

its analysis" (lV, 97). hlhat is ironic and particularly remarkabl-e about

this statement is that it is a direct sequel to her didactic commentary:

"You see, llilson represents maturity, and that means Lust, poùrer,

seLf-interest, worldly aims; whereas in the world of the artist and the
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young there is disinterestedness and a purity" (lV, 97). "You see"

emphasizes that Nin is arguing a case, setting up a polarity between Vüilson

and her transparent children and unravel-ing or interpreting for us just

what llilson as "symbol" is intended to mean. I,tihereas her theory of fiction

is that the wríter provides only the symbols, her practice in the Diqry is

to provide the meaning, an action she has indicated only an "uncreative"

person would do (!rl._q:, I57). tr'urthermore, she reports a dream of Edmund

trrlil-son "as Roman emperor, wearing purple hai-r" (Iv, 99). In brackets she

places the cfue, the interpretation or analysis we are to assume, (;uAge?).

Certainly Nin consciously employs people as symbols, as her statement "I

choose my personages to prove my point" confirms (IV, 98). Henceforth,

having supplied the answer she then proceeds to ask the question, offeri-ng

an example of a direct personal confession followed in the subsequent

paragraph by her attempt through a rhetorical question to generalize from

herself to others, deliberately detracting thereby fron the significance of

her om admissj,on: "fs it true we choose our personages, our friends,

according to the unconscious pattern we wish to prove" (lV, 98). Ctearly

the notion of "our personages" is reminiscent of Fraenkel-'s conviction that

as symbols or ideas, people belong to you. tr'urthermore in rephrasing her

confession as a question she extends our notion of her term "our

personages" through direct sequence and the implied analogy "our

personages, our friends." In itself, her rhetorical question raises a

problematic issue--how does one choose to prove an unconscious pattern?

Choosing to prove a pattern j-s essentially a conscious or premeditated

action and by inventing the schema Nin aspires to prove the patterns she

has chosen. Moreover, although she clains "f am not writing with the nind:

her persistent use of rhetor-i-cal questions throughout the Diary suggests
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otherwise (IV, 40). While strategically rhetorical- questions may seem to

j-nvolve the reader, actually they provide a means of manipulating the

reader's interpretation and as such are basic to the art of confession

throughout the Diary. In Volume Six she concludes: "Asking questions is

an expression of immaturity in my mind, it means you place before others an

unsolved probJ-em,and you are asking them to sol-ve it" (Vf, gf). fn an

artic.l-e explaining the literary incompatability of Nin and Gore Vidal,

Bernard Dick interprets her frequent use of rhetorical questions as a

necessary technique for sustaining lyrical narrative.5 To the contrary,

rhetorical- questions are not, as Dick suggests, a means of conversing with

hersel-f but rather a means of presenting herself and cueing our

interpretation of her. If asking questions is a form of immaturity,

perhaps asking rhetorical questions is intended to irnply the converse,

namely Nin's maturity. Nevertheless her real immaturity is not in the

achievement of sel-f-knowledge but rather in her inability to allow this

knowledge to effect change.

Often Nin's rel-ationship with "perscnages" is best interpreted in light

of her statement: "ÏÍhil-e neurosis rules, alJ- life becomes a symbolíc play.

lhis is the story I am trying to tel}. The childhood creates a set of

characters which become myths. Any correl-ation serves to type them. They

are typed and treated according to the pattern. There is no empathy or

compassion in neurosis, because the object is seen as a threat, an enemy to

be defeated" (tV, f45). Although initially this statement acknowledges the

polirer of myths to make themselves manifest, in practice it reveals the

neurotic tendency to treat characters "according to the patternr" as

objects "to be defeated", Therefore in Vofume Four¡ having stated her

dislike of poJ-emics on one page she proceeds on the next page to divide the
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i,rrorLd into two hostiLe camps (fV, 91).

It was Nin's intent to die a poet and her conception of the poet's role

rras opposed to that of the philosopher: "f do not think the poet should

preach, seek to convert, phiJ-osophize or moral-ize. .ff you l-j-ve as a

poet the poet's duty is to maintain his power to create the marvelous by

contagion" (III, 1'I7). Similarly in Volume Four, reiterating her "dislike

of polemics. .Even intellectually," she insists "I do not like

arguments or struggl-es to convert others" (lV, 9l). However, in the same

vofume she makes a claim which directly contradiets this statenent of the

poet's role, suggesting thereby that she, herself, personifies what she has

discussed as the poet's confusion about their roles: "f feeL the prime

morality of l-iterature should be to teach how to live, expand physically

and mentally, how to experience' see, hear, fee1, and give birth

si-multaneously to the soul- and the body" (lV, 67). Here the concept of the

poet as responsible for teaching how to experience and feel fol-lows her

exclamation on the previous page that her "passion is freedom from

literafness" (IV, 66). Further espousing her spontaneity Nin cLaims "f

live by impulse and. improvisation, and want to write the same way", and

then contradicts herself by the direct admissj-on "I set up Edmund Ìriil-son as

a symbol o" (lV, %). Although she maintains that he is didactic and

uncreative, inclined to "absolutism and l-iterafnessr" ïIe are beginning to

suspect that she is (tV, 117).

Unable to enter anothers'world, Nin insists others nust live in her

wor]d. She looses faith in Martha Jaeger as analyst once Jaeger confides

"the contradiction between her psychological wisdom and her personal Life"

(IV, 15). Nin views Jaeger's admission of the gap between her theory and

practice as sel-f-exposure and Jaeger further j-ncreases Nin's sense of her
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fallibility by "seeking to redirect her tife into channels . . . not

genuine to herr" by adopting what Nin terms "our life and waysr" rather

than creating her own (IV, 15). However, Nin and Frances Brown have

jointly envisioned Jaeger as "our handiwork": "l'le changed her old

fashioned, Middle-lfestern-school- teacher dresses. I{e made her diet. She

has a good Greek-matron profile, a sweet voice. But that was all we coul-d

do. I1Ie tried to take her into our life (of writers, sculptors, painters,

poets, musicians) she did not fit into it" (IV, f7). I{hile on the one hand

we have Nin suggesting that Jaeger is forci-ng her persona to fit into "our

life and ways", on the other hand Nin reveal-s "we tried to take her into

our l-ife." Iühile Nin judges Jaeger in light of the former interpretation,

one surmj-ses it is Nin who is responsibLe for the social engineering.

Frequently Nin speaks of wanting in or out of situations because of her

inability to sustain the pretense that she is at one with others:

"trrlhat tocked me out? Over and over again I
was thrust, and thrust myself, into roomfuls
of people with a genuine desire to amalgamate
with them, but my fears proved greater than
my desire . It was I who nade the move
out of the enchanted circles, but because I
feLt as if this circle were electrified
against burglars, something I could not
cross, could not defy, f longed to be a part
of every intense joyous mornent, every moment
of life; longed to be the woman who was
weeping or laughing; the woman who was being
kissed amorously before everyone; the ïioman
who was given a fl-ower to wear; the woman who
was being helped into the bus;; the woman who
was leaning out of a window; the one who was
being married; the one who was giving birth"
(1, tor).

All the examples cited in the previous passage reflect stereotypic neans of

acknowl-edging women--the kiss, the flower, the helping arm. likewise the
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intense and joyous moments she pines for are the feminine rites of

passage--courtship, marriage and birth. Clearly, she wants to perpetuate

the experience of being chosen and she indicates her desire for

individuation and accomplishment by means of stereotypic roles. Although

the circLe is an image of incfusion, where people feef at home with each

other, Nin i-magines this circle as being electrified against her self

which she pereeives as a burglar. This is because her deep longing to be

"the one who" j-s focal, "the rroman who" is enchanting, is basically an

expression of envy and rivalry and motivates her desire for the "signs" of

social recognition. That the experience of being "locked out" recurs "over

and over again" suggests Nj.n's own obsessionaL repetition of patterns.

Typically Nin feefs that she lcnows others but remains unknown hersel-f.

Even with Artaud who understands her particularly rnrell- she refl-ects: "But

how little he knows me when he says 'ltlhy do you make an impression of evil ,

cruelty, of seductiveness, trickery, suferficiality? Is it an appearance?

I hated you at first as one hates the all powerful temptress"' (I, 255).

The quality of Nin's portrait of Artaud reveal-s that she is threatened by

the depth of his understanding of her. Since she is unable to rnanipulate

him, she feel-s a need to defend herself against him and comes dressed as a

warrior in red and black. Similarly she rejects attempts by Allendy,

Ivliller and Durrell to be proper mirrors for her and fl-ees fron the

experience of contrasts or differences in rel-atj.onshi-ps: "And then I felt

the need to leave, the need I always have to feave. Fear of breaking down?

Fear of disillusioning hirn? Fear of discovering we did not agree? He

stressed the harmony. But if I stayed, we might discover contrasts.

I'Iight. I always look for the exit" (1, 258). Although this is a

meditation upon her rel-ationship to her father it offers an insightful
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abstraction of the pattern typical of her rel-ationships. It reflects her

defensive need to remai-n unknown and to feel in controf, providing readers

with a different slant on her cl-aims to fl-uidity: the perpetual and

defensive need to leave refati-onships and to miscue others. Not only does

this passage substantiate her own obsessional repetition of patterns but it

also offers a motivati-on--fear"

Miller distrusts Nin's cl-everness, and recognizes that the contrivance

of patterns can be a means of disguise: "You make wonderful- patterns--

everything in its pl-ace--it looks convincingly clear--too cl-ear. And

meanwhiLe where are you? Not on the clear surface of your ideas, but you

have al-ready sunk deeper, into d.arker regions--so that one only thinks one

has been gi-ven all you thought, one only ì-magines you have emptied yourself

in the clarity" (I, 126). Making patterns which look convincingly clear

irnplies a sense of audience, a patterning for effect. In a letter to

Durrel-l, Nin hersel-f expressed the opinion that patterns are necessary and

fecund only when we are lost, "otherwj.se they are like intellectual chess

ganres" (tl, 266), Basically Henry senses that Nin witholds giving herself

in relationships and that the ability to make patterns is the source of her

sense of personal freedom and pohrer. Although Nin believes that she,

herself, has a gift for reading character, she prompts others to mj.scue in

their "reading" of her character. I{owever, she is not always successful or

as Henry would phrase it--"convincingly cfear".

AJ-though Nin always looked for the exi-t, being on the outside did not

always bring rel-ief" Yearning, jealousy, envy and despair are typical

emotional responses an outsider may experience and Nin reports: "I hear

dancing of which f an not a part, and I am sad, still yearning as someone

doorned to feel- this edge, this rim, this distance. Everything will not
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happen in my own home. There is always music coming fron el-sewhere, always

a yearning, always something imagined to be lovel-ier and warmer* " . .This

viol-ent desire to be inside of al-l llarm, live, breathing pleasures, to

sleep in then, to be always a part of them, never to be alone, to break the

apartness forever, a mad desire" (Il, 24f). If thís desire "to break the

apartness forever" is "violent, " it is a function of the intensity of her

lt r tt r ."yearning" which is envy and, as such, is the exact converse of the

experience she claims to be seeking, namely the "insideness, of

participation of belonging" (I, 240). In short, her method of bridging is

inappropriate and ineffective because her motivation is questionabl-e.

Moreover, although she has indicated a belief that viotence offers only "a

sembl-ance of rel-ationshipr" she speaks of writing as a means "to bl-ast

myself out of isolation" (II, lB5; III , I74).

In the first Diary, Nin's relationship to Henry provides an over-

whelming experience of complementarity, generating her conviction "there

will cone a time when we will both understand everything because our

masculine and feminine minds are trying to meet o" (t, 184)"

Consequently she del-ineates two modes of understanding: "Man attacks the

vital- centre. !ùoman fills out the ci.rcumference" (1, ]84). According to

Nin it is woman's rofe "to fiil out the circumference" yet she bewails

being "doomed to feel- this edge, this rim, this distance" (I, 184; II 24I).

Perhaps this is because she believes "I am swift like an arrol¡r, I move

directly towards my aim" (ttl, J.67). fn combination, Henry's

dementalization, his yieldingness and her inventing of schema inverts the

stereotypic pattern of the heterosexual couple.

According to Nin her essay on t{oman's creation "ïIas born" out of a

discussion with lvlii-ler and Durrell (II , 267) " Aì-though she then goes on to
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announce that "Larry has written a voyage through the womb which is

unmatchabler" when she subsequently proclaims hersel-f "the feninj-ne

counterpart of Durrell" v'le realize that she considers herself to be his

match (II, 267; YI, IOl). Actually, as artist, she aspires to outdo her

mentors, particuJ-arly in the portrayal of sensuality and exoticism:

"Artist. f want to do Jeanne and her brothers better than Cocteau did the

Enfants Terribl-es. I want to do June better than Djuna Barnes did

Nightwood. f want to do Artaud better than Carlo Suarãs díd the Procession

pnchaln6e" (II, 268). Consequently she woul-d Iike1y consider her feminine

theory of creation as more than a counterpart of Durrel-l's. Having

established a polarity between masculine busyness and the feminine

experience of separation and foneliness, she argues by comparison to

establ-ish the moral superiority of female sensual-itn, bX undercutting the

male experience. Hence Nin defines englobing as "a taking of man within"

her, as the climax of woman's sensual experience (I, 106). Man is

presented as nindl-essly busy while r{oman as matrix gives him energy and

completion. According to Nin, man "lies in a woman's womb only to gather

strength" to nourish himsel-f, and sensuality for him is "only a wave of

pleasure" (1, 106). The use of onJ-y in these contexts reveals both Nin's

rivalry and her discrimination" 0n1y, just, merely or simply are key words

to notice when interpreting Nin's writing. Ironj-cally these very terms,

intended to suggest the simplicity, the cl-arity and pohrer of her thought,

frequently signal either her areas of theoretical- uncertainty and

contradiction or her intent to undercut one side of a polarity and make a

value judgment.

Although Nin cl-aims that "ea-ch person is unique and irrepl-aceabl-e, " as

she moves on to a discussion of her practice, inStead of substantiating her
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cl-ain she documents her disregard for this uniqueness in pursuit of

"bigger" reLationships: "I cannot concentrate al-l- my friendship on any

single one of my friends because no one is complete enough in himself. I

pursue in them echoes, vague resernbl-ances to bigger relationships. I have

to make deep relationships out of Howel-l-'s gentleness, or Gore's

directness" (lV, 186). ff no one j-s complete enough in himsel-f to be her

counterpart, to merit the concentration of her friendship, she obviously

considers hersel-f to be a very conplete rrornan. However, this

"concentration of her friendship" seems to be analogous to the inability to

separate from the human and personal, a typically feminine and maternaf

characteristic, which Nin has protested presents an ongoi-ng problem for

her. fn the finaf volume of the Diary she admits "Being deprived by nature

of a normal motherhood I took up giving birth to characters" (Vl, 2I5).

fnstead of a concern with the creation of human beings, she has taken up

literary living and the birthing of characters, and her concept of

matrixing has been compromised accordíngly: "How one must struggle against

this creation and invention of others, listen to then attentively, let them

state, their own case, weigh and balance the impressions. .I,tie are like

sculptors, constantly carving out of others the image we long for, need,

love or desire. Often against real-ity, against their benefit, and always

in the end, a disappointment because it does not fit them" (VI, 1B). If

Cornelia Runyon intuits and frees the form, Nin imposes her image on others

and is inevitably disappointed because it does not fit. She is aware she

usurps their autonomy by trying to state their case" Although "constantly

carving" reveafs her forcing, her desire to "Let" them state their oi¡rn case

is intended to substantiate herself as flexible and accommodating by

nature.
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ff matrixing is associated with warmth and nurturance, Nin's

manipulative matrixing is apparent by her casting: "f cast ny own warmth

around ne and it is reflected in others" (III,761). "The ]oss of an

invented Gore" means he did not live up to her vision of his potential and

consequently he is judged to be prosaic and literal when he reveals to her

"another seLf from the one which warmed itself in ftier] presence" (lV,

:_7j) " Similar1y, she becomes disillusioned with the face of leonard: "No

more Caspar Hauser. That was a romantic concept of his vul-nerability" (lV,

9l)" In practice, Nin approaches matrixing as a conceptual process others

must warm to. Although she makes reference in The Novel- of the Future to

the creative possibilities of the intimate portrait, she does not el-aborate

on what these might be. She regards mythicization as a means of extending

human potentiaÌ, and i.n the context of the art of portraiture this would

imply the heightening of an individual-'s life. Her perspective on the

mythical figure Don Juan j-s an interesting case in point. In her view Don

Juan was seeking the warmth prerequisite to growth: "he was seeking to be

created, to be born, to be warmed into existence, to be imagined, to be

known, to be identified, he was seeking a procreative miracle" (t, Y)" He

was seeking a matrix.

Significantly Nin's delineation of this search for procreative

miracles is offered in the context of being Don Juan or Don Juana. In the

passage cited Nin is offering Henry a key into understanding June as Don

Juana. In seeking a matrix, people seek rebirth or transformation through

rel-ationships of l-ove or understanding. Nin is convinced that love's power

to effect procreative miracles, to create the foved one is sometimes

falsely viewed as l-overs' blindness or illusory image of one another.

Nin's "invention" of Gore Vídal and her romantic concept of Leonard as
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Caspar Hauser figure are examples of this power. She l-ikes to emphasi.ze

the creatívity of the rnythicat Don Juan figure whon she belj-eves to be

concerned with the creation of human beings and whom she maintains was not

as casual or indifferent in his love affairs as legend suggests. Her

consideration of her father as Don Juan is distinctive because it so very

contrived: "He tell-s me the story of the humble and rather honely little

governess no one paid attention to 'trúithout me she would never have known

l-ove: I used to cover her homefy Iittle face to be able to make fove to

her. She became al-most beautiful.' He said, I only abandoned a woman when

she ceased to have a meaning for me. 0r when there hras a danger of my

falling in l-ove"'(1, 276). If Nin exhibits a tendency to circurnlocution,

we know how she came by it. Her father's real indifference and sel-f-

satísfaction with his personal powers is apparent, yet Nin accepts hin at

his word and "l-ets" him nake his case, declining to acknowledge the

peversity of this conception of nurturance. Here her failure to recognize

the extent to which her father is straj.ning to create the ideaL or i.npose a

pattern is rooted in their twinship of practice. Rather than admit his own

search for a matrix, he emphasizes his personal power in inventing the

schema: "Even a room, arranged in a certain manner, prevents certain

things from taking place in it" (t, 2f4). In a simil-ar manner Nin concedes

"inrhen f seem to be most yielding, I an sti]l- selective" (1, 2f4). Yielding

sel-ectively underscores her preference to controf others and mofd

rel-ationships by inventing the schema as opposed to being the matrix.

Actually, being a matrix for others is Nin's way of disguising or denying

her own search for a matrix for herself, her deep and very human need for

the "warmth" and affirmation of fove.

Being matrj-x makes reality "dependent on the eyes of the lover", for
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"love not onJ-y can d.etect a potential, an unborn personality, a buried one,

a disguised one, but also bring it into reality" (fII, 140). Essentially,

matrixing involves the detection of potential and the fostering of growth

through relationships of love. Nevertheless her suggestion that she

outdoes her father, that she l-ives by truer more humane values than her

doubl-e is und.ercut by the word "seems": "He incarnated all the dangers of

my ill-usory l-ife, my inventing of situations, my deceptions, my faults. In

some ïray they seemed a caricature of me because mine seemed motivated by

deep feelings and his by more superficial- and worldly aims" çt, ZOI). Here

her own tendency to invent situations is associated with deception and

"seeming", caricature and iLlusion. like her father, through manipulative

matrixing she endeavors "to give each one the il-l-usion of being the chosen

one" (t, 24I). Her manipul-ative matrixing is "just" another rnode of

inventi.ng the schema.

Since an external center of gravity motivates her practice, Nin feel-s

she is duping others and quite frankly she often is: "trlhen f'm admired f

think I am duping the worl-d. I begin to add my lies and to trernbl-e. I

have to say to myself: 'Either f am just a cleverer fiar and actress than

June or I'm real-.' So many people believe in me instinctively, suspicious

and intuitive people. Simple people who hate artificiality above all,

severe moral people" (1, 2O5)"

The crux of the problem is that Nin's sel-f-concept is tied to her

persona and to others'judgment of these masks. Ninis dilemma is rooted in

her misconception of sincerity as the reconciliation to one self (persona)

as opposed to a fluidity of persona evolving from a strong and integrative

core. If the disparity between the ideal- and actual self is the source of

psychic discord, transmutation and mobil-ity make ful-fill-ment possible.
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Although Nin professes an interest ín these val-ues as opposed to the

ordinary sol-ution of adaptation, in practice she does not demonstrate a

commitment to living by the mobil-ity of her emotions. Conversel-y she

survives by premeditation. She disguises her need to be "the chosen one"

by her preoccupation with giving others this illusion about themsel-ves.

However, in the Diary through control of the portraiture, she manages to

create her own matri.x and provides the life-giving illusion for herself of

understanding, the iÌlusion of a warm ambiance to fl-ower in"

Nin's sense of being matrix is tied to the phenomena of identification:

"l,laiting in the cafe, I write these words: 'On being the womb.' And it

unleashes a tremendous feminine universe. f an completely divorced from

man's world of ideas. I swim in nature" 0n being the womb

englobing. My pity looks like love and often is taken for love" (lI, lBB).

If for Nin, being the womb implies "perpetual- identification with others"

as "human beings", englobing means people "mingle within" her and fluidity

is in the bl-end of identifications (II, lBB). Her consequent "absence of

separateness" reflects a lack of core and her suggestion that her

identifications are moti-vated by "pity" not love, has condescending rather

than empathetic implications" Although Nin contrasts her self as womb to

all- other "artj-sts, intellectual-s rushing to find their blood rhythm in r,¡ar

and revofution", as her association of matrixing with englobing suggests 
'

she alLudes to being matrix (eivi.ne) as a cover or disguise for her need

and. desire to take(II, 1BB). As well her phrasing "artists, inteffectuals"

implies an interchangeableness between the two which directly contradicts

her theory"

1'or Nj-n, being matrix becomes associated vaíth being fluid or playful

and. is a cover for her perpetual tendency to invent the schema and force
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persona in the hope of proving her theories of life and art. She argues

that "most women painted and wrote nothing but imitations of phalluses.

The world was fil-led with phalluses, like totem po1es, and no womb anywhere

. . My work nust be the closest to the life flow. f must install-

myself inside of the seed, growth, mysteries. I nust prove the possibility

of instantaneous, immediate, spontaneous art" (ll, 275). Indeed, Nin's

very obsession with control transforms her concept of play as wel-l as that

of being matrix. If inventing the schema is premeditationr onê assumes

play would inply a rel-axed spontaneity or fluidity. To the contrary Nin

all-udes to her love of play as "a cul-tj.vated elusiveness, means of escape,

nagici-an's tricks" (II, 40). Similarly, installing and proving are suspect

as nanipulative means to establish the possibility of spontaneity.

lilhile Nin concedes the dangers of overideal-ization, she finks this

phenomena to being matrix and the maternaL tendency to invest in others

faith one shoul-d have in oneself. Likewise, while she admits to other

experiences of gui,lt so stereotypically associated with ïIomen, she does not

acknowLedge her perpetually keen sense of rival-ry. If identification is

the process basic to Nin's practice of matrixing, rivalry i.s the converse

phenomena associated with her inventing of schema. Her tendency to invent

situations is a response to the disparity between the ideal-ized and

actualized sel-f and becomes for Nin a method of "imposing" the ideal: "The

basis of insj-ncerity is the ideal-ized image we hol-d of oursel-ves and wish

to impose on others--an admirabLe image. lühen this is broken down by the

analyst's discoveries, it is a relief because this image is always a great

strain to five up to" (1, l2B). Straining to l-ive up to the ideal- is

readily apparent in her practice of setting up peopLe and poJ-arities,

switching affiances and playing people off against one another by inventing
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dialogue and designing synchroncity. Always the underlying motivation is

her artistic bel-ief "there must be continuity" (V, 148; emphasis mine).

In their articl-e "Anais Nin's Diary in Context" Lynn Bl-oom and OrLee

I{older proclaim Nin's ability to compel reader identification with her

opinions and perspective. They draw the remarkabl-e conclusion that: "'!tlhat

distinguishes Nin's !!ary, in fact, is that without imposing any artificial

structure on the materiaf she still compeJ-s the reader to perceive her l-ife

and career as unified, cohesive and, of one fabric."4 Yet Bloom and Holder

recognize that reader identification is "usually accomplished by

establ-ishing a value system whereby the reader who is unable to see things

the way she does, feels that Nin would place him/her alongside the other

bourgeois critics, socialists, bureaucrats, or unimaginative suburbanj-tes

she regularly castigates" ("Context," I9'l). Isn't this an artificial

structure, the establ-ishment of such a poJ-eníc? In fact Bl-oom and Holder's

interpretation substantiates what a cfever actor Nin is--her ability to

miscue Others and her contrOl over her social- persona. Even at the

concl-usion of the liety the polenj.c of mascul-ine simplicity and feminine

complexity prevails, and she observes that it would have been "simpler,

shorter, swifter not to seelc this deepening perspective to my life and l-ose

myself in the simple (and more mascufine?) world of war, hunger, death"

(Vf, +OO). Moreover, it is through the establ-ishment of a val-ue system

that Nin "i-nvests" others with certain qualities in exchange for their

alignment with a specific perspective: "Lle invest others with mythical

qualities; we force them to play the rol-e Ï¡e need" (V, l7O). "Invest" and

"force" reveal the basic contradiction informing her theory of art--namely

the view of the artist as gift-gj.ver versus that of inposer. Likewise this

conception of the artist is inherently related to her contradictory manner
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of practicing being the matrix or inventing the schema"

Contrary to Rank's teaching, Nin is unable "to five by the mobiJ-ity of

. emotions" and rernains "intent on the fulfillment of a menta]

pattern", and unabl-e to accept paradox or contradiction (I, 500). By her

own definition this woul-d indicate inmaturity (N.I'., 107) " She lives by

premeditation and although she is concerned that the Dialy shoul-d reflect

"that which the woman in me sees", to the contrary it refl-ects a fixation

on compulsi-on and continuity, issues Nin cl-aims the artist, as opposed to

the wonan, must wrestle with (I, 285). Hence critics l-ike Schneider and

tr'ranklin can rightfully observe that "the consistency of her portrait of

the persona of Anaï's Nin is not to be questioned" (1. iv., 25I)" fn fact,

inventing the schena is the means associated with Nin's ideal of

consistency and in Vofume Five she claims: "f do not accept ready-made

patterns, I do not practice the accepted integrations, the famj-liar

synthesis" (V, 108). hrhile this implies that she nakes her own patterns

and integrations, she proceeds to cl-aim "I am evolving a more fluid flowing

J-ife, living out each fragment, each detour without concern for the

concl-usions" And it all ends, life and writing, in a deeper correlation,

interconnection, not synthesis" (V, lOB). Typically Nin decLines to make a

choice and whil-e her first statement affirms her creative wil-l and her

inventj-on of schema, the second asserts the converse, her mobility and

concern with being natrix, with correl-ation and interconnection. The very

redundancy of her key words "fl-uid, flowing" refl-ects a forcing and implies

a stasis, documenting the underlying tension, the anbivalence and confusion

her polarized and abstract statements represent"

The notion of whol-eness is inherent to any sense of the organic and in

The Nove] of the Future Nin del-ineates what she considers to be an outmoded
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concept of wholeness : "lühol-eness, i.n the past was a semÞle4ee of

consistency created from a pattern, social and philosophical' to which

human beings submitted" (p. Ig5, emphasis mi.ne). This concept of wholeness

is illusory rather than outmoded. Inventing the schema is expedient as a

means of actual-izíng this illusory concept of wholeness, this "sembl-ance"

of consistency.

Two opposing concepts of whol-eness are operational- in the Di-ary' a

Rankian concepti"on of whoteness as completion, as an ideal in need of

actual-ization and dependent on l-ove or connection t¡ith others, and a

Jungian notion of whoLeness as original and demanding rediscovery. 'ttlhile

the Rankian notion of whol-eness is tied to self-definition by invention of

the schema, the Jungian notion is associated with self-discovery through

being or seeking the matrix. Therefore inventing the schema or being

matrix are al-ternative modes of growth toward opposing concepti.ons of

wholeness. The first concept of whol-eness is an ideal requiring

actuafization, a concept of wholeness as conpletion, dependent upon and

confirmed by love and connection with others. The second interpretation of

whol-eness is as an original- state or condition in need of recovery or

reaffirnation through being matrix and the concomitant process of l-ove and

identification. This conception of whofeness as a sel-f-sufficiency and

integration would be substantiated by synthesis, and a healing of one's

wounded nature" Nin recognizes that "it is in our work, by our work that

hre . recreate wholeness", and that this whol-eness resides in the work

of the artist and not in the self of the artist (I, 69t fI, 248)"

Nevertheless she remains more interested in becoming a work of art than in

creating one.

Speaking of the poet's application of the concept of refativity to the
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enotional nature of man, Nin insists that "too cLear a conscious knowledge,

too analytical an understanding may bring us intellectually nearer to

reality but may, on the other hand, diminish in us the capacity for the

sensation of real-ity itself, for feeling" (ry. ¡., f95). Diminished

sensation or feel-ing is evident in the Diary, with respect to Nin's sense

of audience, specifically with regard to her ability to gauge the effect of

some of her rhetorical- techniques. Although "intell-ectual nearness" to

reality is of limited significance--as Nin confirms by her statement "To

l<now is not sufficient to change, to act"--what she promotes as her

feminine inability to separate is basically her unwil-lingness to yield or

comprornise, to rel-ease this "intellectual nearness" to reality (V, 109).

By her own analogy, fife then becomes an "intell-ectuaf chess game."
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CHAPTER THREE

THE POS]TIVE AND NEGAT]VE DIMENS]ONS

OF ]DENTIF]CATION AND PROJECTION

The dual capacity of the sel-f for identifícation and projection is the

crux of both the power and vulnerability of the creative personality. Nin

relies on others to establish or bofster her sense of self through the

conplicated processes of identification and projection. Rather than admit

her vulnerability by drarnat:.lzing the disparity between her ideal and actua]

self, she chooses to accentuate her poner by presenting her public persona

as her character, irnplying a high degree of self-acl,ual-i-zation from the

outset. She clains that she "has no fear of clarity", that she knows the

boundarj-es of herseff and is abl-e "to see what is irrelevant, overdeveloped

and confused" as she is "never deceived Uy [irer] 'intelIectual' adventures

ot [trer] literary exploits" (1, I55,55,29). At the same time she insists

that although she is "very independent" and "not obliged . to play a

social role", yet she is connected to and receptíve of others, priding

hersel-f on being discriminating or "very sel-ective" (I, 75,185, 225)"

Nin has observed that since hypersensitive people l-ack a secure,

developed sense of core they often fulfil-l the prophecy projected or

imposed upon them, and may therefore "become faLse when others doubt them.

fhey vacil-l-ate. And one thinks them insincere" (I, 28). Conversefy' as a

hypersensitive type herself, lacking a secure core, Nin should find

satisfactj-on in being admired. To the contrary, she says: "llhen I'm

admired I think I'm duping the world" (I, 2O5)" Although, in theory Nin
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stresses the inportance of being both graceful and grateful in

acknowl-edging the inffuence of others, in practice she decl-ines

reciprocity, resisting others' infl-uence. Her manner of portraying others

is essentially an indirect inverted presentation of hersel-f. In short, she

goes to elaborate lengths to create an ideal public persona which is not

herself and portraits of others who are. Although projection is a very

human phenomena, basic to growth and as such to everyone, it is an ability

to be actively cultivated by the artist engaged in the process of creating

an ideaf and struggling to effect the transforrnation of reality.

Accordingly, Nin's public persona refl-ects this latter mode of projection

and concern with the ideal-, whereas her portraits of others reveal the nore

fundamental mode of projection, common to humanity and stereotypi.cally

regarded as defensive functioning. Gunther Stuhlmann prepares readers for

this aspect of her approach to portraiture when in his j-ntroduction to the

first Diary (lglt-l+) he suggests that "in the end it does seern to matter

that the struggling writer she befriends is Henry Mi1ler, that the tortured

poet who confides in her is Antonin Artaud, the propounder of the 'theatre

of cruelty', or that Dr. Otto Rank is her psychiatrist" (f, vi).

Identification and projection are interacting psychic energies in the

dialectic of growth, and rel-ationships can be perceived as the manner in

which one individual- seeks to fuse with another. Through projection the

individual may experience multi-dimensionality or fragmentation. Nin

^ 
ll- rconfesses "I have always been tormented by the image of multiplicity of

selves" Sone days I catL it richness and other days I see it as disease"

(1, 47) " Routinely regarded as a psychological defense mechanism,

projection nay incLude scapegoating, the rejectj-on or discarding of parts

of the ego, or the uncontrolled capacity for empathy which can cause the
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self to split. Failure to acknowledge the autonony of others can result in

a tendency to love only the self in the other and the attempt through

projection to make the other over into the sel-f. Conversel-y projection can

link positively to growth by permitting an individual to externalize and

objectify inner confl-icts and sunmon the strength to confront the negative

in the sel-f and to experience unconscious aspects of the self. Moreover,

in art projection provides a neans of al-fowing an inner experience to occur

externally on the fevel- of illusion or playfulness.

All- the early portraits to which Nin devotes time refl-ect an emphasis

upon conflict and duality. Readers need to tune in to her estimate of a

character's openness or more appropriately his nalleability. itle need to be

sensitive to the relative maturity of the selves portrayed ' in light of

Ni-n's vision of their potential. Stephanie DemetrakopouLos elaborates upon

the mythic dimension within Nin's portraiture j-n her article "Archetypal

ConsteLlations of tr'eni.nine Consciousness in Nin's First Diary." ff her

characters seem larger than life, it is because to a considerabl-e degree

they are projections of Nin's developing psyche. Although Nin claims that

A1l-endy r^¡as amazed at the disproportion of her seff-criticism, these

admissions seem incidental rather than genuinely critical or confessional

in tone. Arguing that if you understand a person, you won't judge them,

she explai.ns "I conceaL myself. I have constructed a style, a manner,

affable¡ Bay¡ charming, and within this I am hidden" (f, 91). So her

professed concern for the vulnerability of others subsequent to the Diq¡J¡'s

publication is really a projection of her own fear of fatal- radiation

through self-exposure. She projects her o¡¡n critical-ness on others and

suggests that it is her father who is hypercritical, and that Henry has

overdrawn the evil- and cruelty in June. Anger, bitterness, cruelty and
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destructiveness are all- attributed to Henry (I, I24r 55r 72). According to

Nin, it is Henry ¡'iho lacks confidence and June who has self-doubts (I, 92,

27O,52). While dependency and deceit are projected on her peers, she

attributes wil-ful-ness to her father and possessiveness to her mother, Rosa

CulmeLl-. Projectj"on can thus be an effective node of camouflage.

In Psychic Energy, M. Esther Harding, a Jungian analyst and author

whose works Nj.n revered., coins a useful- terminoLogy for distingui.shing the

forces operative within us as the "I" and the "not-I" or non-ego (persona,

shadow, anima and animus). SimíJ-arly, her explanation of the d¡mamics of

projection is val-uable for its conciseness: "psychic elements lying behind

the ego in the individual-'s unconscious are projected, so that, they are

refl-ected or mirrored externally, in persons or things and situations which

therefore acquire for him a significance and power of attraction borrowed

from the ur¡known aspects of his own psyche""f hlholeness, as Harding

defines it, involves a rounding out, a recognition of one's projections and

an assimiLation of these into the circl-e of the self. Harding emphasizes

that "the situation is not that the factors il-l-usorily perceived in the

other person or in the object were once incl-uded in the conscious psyche or

possessed by the ego and were deliberately 'thrown upon' the person or

object now carrying the projection. Rather it is just those 'shoufd-be-

conscious' contents which have remained unconscious, and therefore outside

of consciousness, that are met or discovered in the projections" (P. E.,

fif) " Consequently, the projection is significant as the means by which

unconscious contents impinge themsel-ves on consciousness "

In Boundaries of the Soul , June Singer is al-so particularly articulate

with respect to the rel-ationship betqreen the self and the ego.J Her

presentation is pertinent for its emphasis upon the fact that growth and
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deveÌopment can be considered from two vantage points--from the point of

vierv of the ego or the viewpoint of the self. I{ence, from the ego's

perspective the developmental goal is the expansion of awareness, the

emergence fron the unconscious through the integration into the ego of

formerly unconscious content. Meanwhíle, in contrast, the self's

orientation is to seek the union of consciousness with the unconscious. It

appears that Nin designed and edited her Diary with this dual perspective

on growth in mind" The ascendancy of the ego estabtishes one's lndividual

identity, and the defeat of the ego confirms our essential anonymi.ty.

Ascendancy of the ego requires integration of unconscious contents through

separation from the persona and recogniti.on of one's projections through

the shadoi,¡ and the anima or animus. Therefore at the outset of the first

voLume of her Diary Nin announces: "Ordinary l-ife does not interest me. I

seek only the high moments" (I, 5), whereas in Volume Six she concl,udes:

"lùhat f want is a l-ife in depth" (Vl, 25). Through a shift in the focus

from a concern with heights--which is the ego's developmental goal--to a

desire for depth--the sel-f's developmental- goal--Nin implies her own

maturity"

Inner growth can change external reality, and it was Otto Rank who

highlighted the confluence of identification and projection, the labyrinth

of the circuitry which enabl-es the introjection of the inner worl-d to

become in time an independent por^rer capable of influencing and al-tering the

external by way of projection. The correspondence or rapport connecting

the inner and outer is thereby increased" For Nin, this enthronement of

signature by Rank quite possibly legitimized her intuitive faith in the

Diary as a process of sel-f-creation by means of portraiture. Hence in her

portrayal of Otto Rank, she assumes the biographer's perspective and
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endeavors to establish his historical and cultural- significance. Although

the Digry is peopled by many unlçnown but subsequentl-y famous creative

people, she has adopted this approach only with the figure of Otto Rank,

whose theory legitimized her practice in the Dltly and affirmed her faith

in herseLf as a trail blazer. In her endeavor to appear impartial and

objective, she often quotes Rank directly and adopts a distant tone,

employing phrases such as "¿¡nd so we go on" or "it is said" (1, 29O,295).

She al-so rel-ies on parallel structuring, initiating a sentence with

"[u]eyona a certain limit" and subsequently writing "beyond a certain

point," as she proceeds to qualify herself and to build her case (I, 29O).

Her historical and conparative presentation argues that "0tto Rank should

not be confused with the other psychoanalysts" (1, 297). Her sense of

audience becomes progressively more overt as she argues for the recognition

of Rank as a seer and a philosopher: "The axis of psychoanalysis is

displaced by Rank, and the preoccupation becomes a rnetaphysical- or creative

one. It is this emphasis I want to make c]ear. " (I, 297). She

becomes emphatic as she stresses Rank's acceptance of life as drama.

Self-creation through projection in writing is the essence of the

Diary . In A hloman Speaks, when commenting on the degree of editorial

controf exercised, she suggests: "You can see that the first Diary is not

as well written as the second or third. There is a progression in the

craft. But I couLdn't tamper with that because I would then have changed

the character of it" (p. U2). Since the character of the Diary

is tied inextricably to Nin's character¡ one can infer from this statement

that the Dia]y is intended to substantiate personal- growth, to show

progression in character as well as craft, as Nin's creative personality

r¡nfofds" Indeed, Nin's conception of writing as a mode of seff-completion
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substantiates such an inference.

Nj-n was perplexed and frustrated by Henry Mil-1er's tendency in the

process of characterization to disperse his own strengths and vi-ews among

his fictional characters" Neverthel-ess in acknowledging Mil-ter's potenti.al

she concludes: "By and by, with each book, you wil-l create a conplete man,

and then you wilt be abl-e to write about woman, but not until then" (1,

356). In one sense she is really arguing here for the efficacy of the

diary over ficti-on as a neans of seff-actualization and self-expression"

llhile annoyed by Henry's attribution of his personal strengths and views to

his fictional characters, Nin prides herseLf on the ability to live out

synbolism, to animate her knowledge and thereby personify or embody truth

(t, 556). fn The Novel of the Ïuture she refers to the living arts and

humanities, citing her preference for the animation of her knowledge or

understanding by human beings (p. 75). Projection can function thereby as

a means of building bridges in her mind, imposing her l-iterary or

psychological theory on characters, including herself.

If we apply Nin's theory to her own practice within the early Dlesy'in

which her portraiture subjects are predominantly male, we would have to

concl-ude she afready considers herself a very complete woman, more than

willing to write about man. Vofumes Two through Six are essentially a

substantiation and glorification of the persona created in Vol-ume One. fn

her l-iterary advice to Henry respecting portraiture Nin speaks of his

readiness to write "about" woman, Iet her theory of portraiture as

intuiting the core implies a concern for depth, as opposed to externals.

tr'urtherrnore, her theory suggests that while conpleteness is the ideal, it

is also a dialectical process and one does not hold off participation in

one area of life and relationship, pending maturatj-on j-n another. Her
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practical- advice to Henry here does not coincide with her expressed theory.

tr'or Nin, the endeavor to cone to terms ¡vith her feminine, maternal

nature is exasperating and incredibly complex. June Mi1ler proves

particularly significant in this regard' as a vehicle for Nin's

projections. Nin refers to June as "a beautiful image invented by us" or

"a beautiful jewell-ed casket filled with others' gifts" (1, 54). Such

descriptions of June imply that she has no autonomy, no life or spirit of

her own. The notion of projection as gift-giving (something you think the

other person needs) is intriguing when considered in conbinati-on with Nin's

personal conviction that she, herself, had a "gift", a talent for reading

character. Indeed, i-n the early Diary her "reading" of character combines

these two notions of gift, indulging her temperamental inclination for

inventing and interpreting through the process of projection. Her artistic

collaboration with Henry, in the struggte to get June's portrait right, is

revealing. She remains narrowly and dogmatically insistent upon the

correctness, the superiOrity of her visiOn. tr'or a wgman who presents

hersel-f as open-minded, resi-lient, warm and non-judgemental, such fevered

insistence is suspicious. However, her literary abilities have not been

recognized at this point and understandably she is growing defensive and

increasingly enotional about her artistic merit. irlhile in theory, she

attempts within the Diary to be accepting and non-judgmental of characters,

she makes no nental effort to accept plurality, different strokes for

different folks within the literary realm. She wil-L not all-ow for the fact

that Henry's vision of June shoufd be distinct fron her own. She has

granted psychologicaf credence to the theory that rel-ati-onshlps have

chemistries, that different facets of our individuality are reveafed or

invoked in response to different situations or individualities. While her
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psychol-ogical theory implies there should be different versions of June,

her practj-ce does not permit it.
'hlhereas Nin assunes that she is a good judge of character and an

incomparable judge of art, she maintaíns that Henry has "no judgment" and

"takes . years to reach a conclusion about people" (1, 22). Her

genuine concern is not to do justice to June, but rather to explore June's

portraiture as an indirect avenue of gaining personal- authorization to

judge both Henry's art and his person. Under the guise of discussing the

ll â ll i'."confusion of his style", Nin judges his character. At one point she says

she "might as weIl" make a profession of a hobby and opts to become an

analyst (I, 355). Although this conmitment is short lived, in a sense her

fascination with portraiture in the Diary accomplishes something similar--

namely her extended preoccupation with the reading of character. I'ihile one

senses a strong element of compromise in her opting to become an analyst'

one al-so anticipates that she is really straining thereby to mirror or

duplicate Rank's "gift for elevating incident into a destiny" (I, 295)"

Ïlhen Henry angrily refers to June as "an empty box" and to Nin as "the fulf

boxr" Nin replies "June simply fS. She has no ideas, no fantasies of her

orm. .Ìiho wants the ideas, the fantasies, the contents, if the box is

beautiful- and inspiring" (t, 49). As the full box, one expects Nin to be a

storehouse of ideas and fantasies, while June supplies the "incandescent

flesh," "the supreme materi-alization" of ideas and fantasies (I, 49). As

the "perpetually disguised hroman" June attracts the anima projections of

Milter and Nin (f, +f). James Hillman has been arguing coherentl-y for

years that the anj.ma is an integral part of both the feminine and the

masculine psyche and in this light I woul-d interpret Nin as incorporating

June, as her anL^a"7
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Once Nin j.s about to acknowledge her twinship of practice with her

father she admits: "411 my own tricks and lies and deceptions are offered

to me out of my father's magicians box. The same box T use for ny

ill-usionist practice" (1, 24f) " Her endeavor to "give each one the

iÌl-usion of being the chosen one, the favorite, the onJ-y one" necessitates

skillful al-l-iance, binding some and distancing others (I, 24I)" Noteably,

her citing of the full box's contents includes both positive and negative

potentialities in the form of ideas and fantasies or tricks, lies and

deceptions" As full- box, Nin's facul-ty for projection making--for

creation--is underscored, whereas as empty box, June's feminine capacities

for receptÍVity;englobing or containing are highlighted.

lrlhen Nin assumes the pose of impersonal- reveafer within the triangular

rel-ationship with Henry and June, we find her sitting on Henry's bed

translating them to each other. fn the process she projects her own

conflicts, her lack of int'egration and of objectivity. trrlhile growth is

Nin's preoccupation, she is insistent that Henry never thinks about growth

and that June "refuses to contemplate the neaning or direction of her

Life", and lives without thought of consequences. Since June is presented

as mindÌess, unconscious of her acts, "busy just Beingr" one is not

convinced when Nin proclaims this June Miller to be her ideal woman (f,

45). Neverthel-ess, she maintains "I want to be June" and the reader soon

comes to understand she wants to be June for Henry 1f, eO). This is most

amusingly reveal-ed by her fantasy of Henry and June making love: "f coufd

see them, lying back to back. He still immersed in her" (1, 50).

Obviously an anatomical impossibility, this causes us to reconsider the

earfier shoe-shopping expedition.

Nin cl-aims that June wants to identify with her, yet recounts being
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"firm, wi.llful" wj-th the sal-esr¡ioman as "we chose sandal-s like mine. She

refused everything else, anything that r¡as not symbolic or representative

of me" (I, 12). Quite literally, Nin would like to put hersel-f in June's

world, in June's shoes as Henry's ïroman although she has presented it as

the reverse. Self-satisfied at the thought of "June who l-ives in s¡rmbols,"

Nin cl-aims: "I brought June into my world" (I, 55). Nin identifies wj-th

June as Don Juana, seeking to be created, born, imagined, known, yet once

she has achieved the desired unison with June, she breaks away and notates

"last i.mage of June and me walking . our two sandalled feet in unison:

f couLd not explain the breaking ahray, the withdrawl that took place in rne"

(1, 150). Typically, whenever Nin verges on an admission of identification

with another she subtly structures the admittance either to emphasize her

own control or to argue her own superioríty. Hence she claims: "I am not

different from you. I dreamed you . . ." (I, 2f). Identifying with June

as actress, Nin was able to explain: "Her role alone preoccupies her. She

invents dramas in which she always stars. I am sure she creates genuine

dramas . but I feel that her share in it is a pose. That night, in

spite of my response to her, she sought to be whatever she fel-t I wanted

her to be" (emphasis mine, f, 20). Sensing her own affinity with thls

problem, Nin's response is to emphasize her own genuineness"

Moreover, June's need of "obtaining outward proofs" to confirm the

porirer of her projections or public persona is associated with her "need to

be nourished" or to seek a matrix for herself: "Like an actress, she may

need to be nourished by a public, by praise, by admiration. They may be a

necessity to her as a proof of her visi.bility. f ]cnow that the idea of

June doubting her existence may seem irnpossible to you. But I feel that

many of her efforts are not directed towards experi-encing her own existence
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r.trithin hersel-f but in obtaining outward proofs of it, outward proofs of her

beauty, porrrer, gifts, etc. lhis need (which I have and woul-d not tell

Henry) increases the addlct's need of drugs" (t, 52). Secretly identifying

with the need for outward proofs or a matrix, what Nin admits is her fear

and denial- of identification. Consequently what she demonstrates is the

perpetual- tendency for her experience of identification to turn into

rivalry, and thereín lies the madness !

Henry Miller's portrait is fascinating for its contradictions, which

are rooted in Nin's disguised rivalry with him. He is alternately

presented as critical or uncritical, passionate or passive, a classicist or

a romantic, and as a rnythical- or a real-istic writer. 0n one hand she makes

reference to the rnythological, larger than life proportion Henry liked to

give his characters (I, 51). On the other hand, she maintains that he

"leaves feeling out of his writing. No s¡rmbolism in Henry, no mythology"

(1, fry)" Theoretically she argues that another's growth enriches, rather

than diminishes her, and appropriately she finds: "hlhen I praise his

writing . . . he says he thinks the same of mine" (1, f66). 'ttihile Nin

prides herself on his commendation, initially he offers only a grudging and

ambiguous praise: "ir,lhat is really rich are those pages you write on so

little material" (I, 89). Despite the abundant evidence, Nin wouLd prefer

to disguise her rivalry with both Henry and June. She believes that June

steals her ideas and "tel-ts it as a thought of her own" (1, f45)" Her

extended protests denying an intel-l-ectual nature are clearly suspect,

however, for she thinks of her own ideas g an "unsigned work of art" (1,

145 ernphasis mine). At best, sharing insights with Henry is an ambivalent

process for Nin who feels she has "given aÏÍay" a1f her insights and remains

empty-handed and concerned about "what have I left to work with? He is
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deepening his portrait with all the truths I have given him" (1, 128).

Under the guise of discussing the confusion of his style, she judges hís

character and projects her own negative will- on Henry, suggesting that he

is the one who l-ives negatively "guided by his reaction against another

person's attitude. . . and always either over-estimated or depreciated

himself" (tr 191). On the one hand, she prides hersel-f on their artistic

twinship, her gift of depth to Henry and his gift of concreteness to her.

ùr the other hand, as gift giver, she worries about having depleted her o¡un

resources, her rag bag of ideas. Yet art is not inherent in the raw

material of an idea, but rather in the nagic which results from its

treatment, the arrangement or the collage.

Often Nin enters relationships with a preconceived image of

individuals. If they persist in refusing to measure up' to carry her

projections and play the assigned role, she becomes frustrated and

expresses disappointment in then. Hence we witness that their

significance, indeed their very presence in the Diary is inclined to fade

as she looks for another protagonist" Parallel to Nin's experience of

disappointment in others is her notion of conquest, of putting people in

their places. If her father and June MilLer are primary disappointments'

Nin would like to befieve Allendy and Artaud are significant conquests.

Soth her father Joaquin Nin and June, her two primary disappointnents in

the first vol-ume, ar"e substantially idealized in portraiture and both are

individual-s who conquered by seduction. The strategic switching of her

al-l-iance and proximity to others becomes Nin's essential concern as she

plays off one individual against another by setting up rival-ries an.d

employing her own identification or allegiance as a tool- or r{eapon. tr'or

example, she pits the analysts Allendy and Rank, against the artists' Henry
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and Artaud. She sets up her bourgeois father against the bohemian Henry

Ivliller, her literary father. There are problems with the artists though,

for Artaud will not accept her casting of him or her holding out on what

her public persona has promised to deliver. And Henry Miller is so

completeJ-y captivating as a character, that to all-ow him to speak for

himsel-f would completely upstage Nin in her effort to comrnand the reader's

attention, and control the point of view whereby reader interest is focused

on admiration of her persona" In addition to these two artist rivals,

Duncan, Vidal and Herlihy shine and then pale from significance.

Nj-n's "own definition of love: sacrifice" is premised on her capacity

for identification and therefore results in a presupposition of rivalry

(tll, 242). She assumes a pretense of inferiority because she ís convinced

that it is by giving the other a feeling of superiority or greater strength

that she makes herself lovable (lfl, 259). ltlhile in Volume Two Nin

herself concedes "the incapacity to alter" herself, subsequently Henry

identifíes her with luise who is "no more the actress in life than on the

screen--hersel-f all the time" (III, 118). Yet Nin will not adnit affinity

with Luise's patterns, perceiving the actress as "intent on proving the

pohrer of her will-", instead. (ttt, f54). According to Nin, it is Luise's

relationships which are model-led on a pattern of "total abandon, ernpathy,

symbiosis", after which Nin says if "what she needed. was not forthcoming,

then the rel-ationship had to be destroyed. I could not give her all the

time and care she wanted." (fll, f54). Denying affinity with such

relatj-onship patterns herself, Nin suggests the necessity of terrninating

their relationship. Indeed, if Nin has formerly conceded that "perpetual

identification with others" as "human beings" is her "madness" (tl, lBB),

it is because according to her theory Ídentification is not the artist's
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task: "Through love, compassion, desire you get entangled and confused.

But the artist is not there to be at one with the world, he is there to

transform it. He cannot belong to it, for then he would not achieve his

task, which is to change" (Il, 548).

Yielding and comprornise are the aspects of identification that Nin

resists and fears" As a youthful- modeL she insists that "I never became

like the others. I remained myself. I played rofes but I remained myseÌf"

(1, 242). Subsequent to Henry's association of her with Luise (fff' 118),

it is famiÌiarity ruith her own pattern that enabLes her to recognize it in

luise who "wants to act out projections of herseJ-f, to be herself on stage,

and not become other hlomenr" as if acting would "help her find her core

through the roLes" (III, I3B). This diagnosis of her own problen in

another implies projection and demonstrates her fear and denial of

identification.

Accordingly, since to Nin the artist's roLe precludes identification,

Nin's intention goes as foflows: "I want to fill in, transform, _P4iS,i-'

expand, deepen, I want this uttimate fl-owering that comes of creation"

(emphasis mine, II, 110). Furthermore an anecedote focusing on Nin's

discovery of Henry's underLined passage from Celine throws an interesting

light on her aspiration, her straining for the role of artist" Celine

proclaims: "lrllhen a nan is desperately at odds with himself, others do not

exist. He is a battlefield of principalities and powers. His

relationships with others are a caricature of this conflict. . . .In all-

rel-ations to others I have been concerned only with myself" (lII, 187).

Rather than taking the statement to heart she copied it out and "sent it"

to Sean. Refusing to concede that this was her problem, of necessity she

projects it and then j-n her own d.efense proceed.s directly to highlight
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Robert Duncan's statement to her: "You showed me what a rel-ationship could

be" (tlt, 187). Understandably, she prefers to document her "ultimate

flowering", rather than admit her sel-f-concern.

Nin downplays the significance and vafue, the humanity of twinning as

reassurance or confirmation of one's orientation. In the context of

growth, Nin's myopic attitude toward identification seems analagous to the

previously discussed views of her critics, Franklin and Schneider,

respecting her use of the persona. If Nin sees identification as creating

only an "illusion of balance", Frankl-in and Schneider see her projectíon of

a persona as a means of seeking a marketable voice for an American

readership A. N., p. 266), Both overlook the creative, affirnative

significance of psychic processes integral to growth. Identification is

risky and in 1977, in A lloman Speaks, Nin cited maintenance of the

integrity of sharing as her major concern: "Once you become articul-ate for

something that is happening to others, the danger then is that by

multiplication the thing becomes dissolved or distanced" (p . 242). If

portraiture offers a means of experiencing and acknowledging this

continuity of personal-ities, then it also provides a means for manipulating

this continuity, as she strains to make an exanple of hersel-f and be the

role model others choose to identify with.

Throughout the Dia{y Nin seeks a twin to her writing, companions of her

writing seLf. Reciprocal musing is explored within relationships of

artistic twinship, and Henry Mil1er, Robert Duncan and James Herlihy prove

most satisfactory in this capacity. Although Nin highlights her feminine

nature as being at the core of her identity, the role model-s she sel-ects

are male. fn the initial vol-ume, Nin refers to Henry Miller as her

literary father and in the sixth vol-une she makes reference to James
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Herlihy as her spiritual son. The obvious implication ís the growth or

maturation of the Nin persona. Although Nin refers to Miller as her

literary father it is her own infLuence on his writing that she docunents.

Her acknowledgements of Henry's impact upon her are guarded and one j-n

particular is very indirect: "I should caricature my weakness. T want to

master ny tragic sense of life and achieve a comic spirit. f want to be

less emotional and more humorous" (I, 267). The modifications proposed

here suggest that they are nodelled on Henry and since Nin has always been

adamantly opposed to caricature, their sincerity is suspect.

Rhetorical techniques anal their influence on tone present both a

problem and a key to interpretation of Nin. For exanple, in establishing

Henry and June's need for her service as translator, Nin begins with a

statenent "It is true that. . . ." and as she buil-ds her case she begins

each of the three subsequent statements with the phrase, "It is al-so true

that. n" (1, 150). Eventual-ly the dramaiízation turns into something

reminiscent of a radio drama or soap series with Nin urging us to stay

tuned to discover how things settle out, particularly for Henry : "'ltlould he

save himself through his work? lüoul-d his work have the same ultimate

weakness of Joyce, Lawrence and Proust, a monstrous grovÍth of the ego?" (I,

151) " As the tone and the inquiry combine here to suggest a cl-ear sense of

audiencer Ore recalls Nin's notion of deception as the storytel-fer's

challenge" She psyches hersel-f for performance by mulling over "How woufd

I feel if this were true?" or by transpositions, borrowing emotions fron

some situation or context and applyinp or transferring them to another

(r, 161).

Eïnotional- transfer of this nature is predisposed to tonal- difficulties"

Often Nin tries to anticipate her audience's interpretation of her gestures
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and before making Rank the "offer" of her diary containing the fabrications

she intended to tell him she conjectures: "l,rlould he l-ose interest in me?

Would he be shocked or startl-ed?" (1, 275)" As narrator, when Nin frames

these questions the effect is to emphasize her control, her rol-e as script

writer. irlhil-e she adnits scheming to create false conedies to interest

Allendy and. Rank, typically when she is not sure that she is creating the

effect she desires, Ire find her naking apologetic comments such as "f find

it difficult to retain exact phrases" (1, 295) or "I did not describe well

the exal-tation which accompanied my talk with Artaud" (t, 227). At tines

she employs an emotionally detached tone through phrases such as "Ia]nd so

rüe go on" or the repetitive paralleI sequencing of the phrase "[b]eyond a

certain point" (1, 29O). The abiding concern to anticipate other people's

interpretations and to predict their responses preoccupies her psychic

energies and maintains an externaL center of gravity.

FaiLure of identification impedes growth and 0tto Rank suggests to Nin

that "when, for one reason or another, fusion with others has become

difficult, one falls back again into the easiest one, the ready-made one,

of blood affinities" (1, 2BB). Falling back implies regression and she

reinforces her presentation of herself as mature by relinquishing her

idealized inage of her father in return for the adoption of the mother

persona in hersel-f. Hence we have her reference to her father as her peer

and her peers as dependents: "My father? I think of him as someone my otÍn

age. All the others are my chifdren" (I, f94). This is the mental pattern

she is intent on fulfilling because heterosexual- relationships which slip

back into her perpetual reworking of the paternal tie, the ready-made

affinity, confirm not only her fear of nan's sensuality, as Rank suggests,

but her deep ambival-ence and confusion respecting her own. She is
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seductive in order to ensure the interest and allegiance of her men,

resorting to time llorn and expedient means to solicit and bind nafe

interest. Basically it is Nin's concept of herself as artist, "not just a

human being", that encourages her tendency to dou"nplay identification and

indulge her faculty for proiection.

Allendy, Artaud and Henry are al-ternately imaged as father figures by

Nin. Both Allendy and Artaud are eventually caricatured and this

il-lustrates her desire to identify with Henry as wel-l- as her mechanical

approach to terminating the archetypal quest for the father. Allendy and

Artaud are bel-ittl-ed for placing sexual- connotations on the nature of their

connection with lnai's, who neverthel-ess admits "in my dreams I sleep with

everybody" (I, 227)" She afso dreams of "lulling and consoling the men f

tantalize during the day" (1, 228), l{hile Nin prides herself on being

sel-ective, Artaud rightJ-y stresses that she is undiscrimínating and sends

doubl-e rnessages" I'Íith Allendy, her attempt to reconstitute the original

d.rama of the quest for the father backfires. She diminished the drama,

reduces the fantasy and of fers a fail-ed vision: "Norn' I had not counted on

a real- whip. hlhen my father beat me he used his hands. I didn't know how

to react to it. I liked Allendy's fierceness' his angry eyes' his will.

But when I saw the whip I felt like laughing. . When my father beat me

it was real" (I, 196). She projects her olrn anger and wil-fulness on

Allendy and concl-udes condescendingly: "Poor Allendy did not understand

that all f craved were the flagellations of real passion and enslavement by

authentie savages on1y" (1,196). She predicts that "he will continue to

send. forth from his smalf book-lined roorn timid neurotics to Live and fove

in the worLd; and that he will be left sitting behind his chaise longue,

taking notes whil-e everything he wanted will- pass him by: adventure,
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exoticism, travel, ecstasy, high living" (I, I95). Nin is projecting on

the staid figure of Allendy her own wants and her own fear of being left

out or l-eft behind housed in her Diary, as she perceives Allendy is in his

analyst's chair

Initially Nin presents Henry's uncriticalness as a faul-t, a lack of

discrimination or taste, claimi-ng that he "accepts everything, shabby,

small-, petty, ugfy or empty" (1, 2f5). Her conjecture concerning the

underlying motivation for Henry's absence of criticalness is that it is

"his way of charníng. 0f disarming. It allows his entry anywhere, he is

trusted. It ís like a disguise of the observant, the critical, the

accusing man within" (1, 2I5)" Ironically, though she feels Henry's

writing completes hi-m, that he projects his severity' his hatreds and

rebeLlions there, Nin's ov¡n absence of criticaLness within relationships

operates in just this guise. Thus through Henry, she divines and judges

what is really her own probJ-em. Proclaiming the power of Henry's writing--

which she describes as "dramatic, sensational, potent"--she makes the

apocalyptic prediction that Henry's "passion runs through a chill

intellectuaf worfd like Lava" It raises his books to the levef of a

natural phenomenon, like a cyclone, an earthquake. Today the worfd is

chill-ed by mind and by analysis" His passion may save it, his appetite for

life, hís l-ust"" "At that moment" Nin "became a chil-d listening to Henry

and he became paternal-" (f, gO). Here we have an exampÌe of the forced

suddenness associated with her insights, combined with the archetypal

suggestion of recurrent patterns. Through rel-ationship Ìrith Henry the

"haunting image of an erudite literary father reasserted j-tseff" (f, gO).

The image is haunting both because it recurs and because ít inbimidates

her. Nin's shameful secret is the child in her, "the part of me who likes
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to be amazed, to be taught, to be guided" (f, gO). She associates the

child in herself with immaturity, and not with the openness to experience

and influence or the freshness of perception poets generally laud.

Moreover, in response to this experience of feeling childlike Nin's

previously cited reference to Henry's passion as raising "the level" of his

writing to that of a "natural phenomenon" seens ambiguous and suggests

adulation--extravagant and hypocritical praise.

Atthough Nin begins r¡ith the identification of what they have in

c9mmon--namely the cOldness, the iciness in Henry's and her father's

eyes--she goes on to polarize their vision. She clairns "father organizes

life, interprets it, controls it. His passion for criticism and perfection

paralyzes rne. Henry's absence of critical-ness liberated me" (1, 252). She

refers to her father's criticalness in photographic imagàs and queries

"Cgufd Dr. Allendy really have rescued me then, freed me of the Eye of the

father, of the eye of the canera which I have always feared and disl-iked as

an exposure" An exposure of what? 0f the desire to charmr of

coquuettishness, of vanity, of seductiveness" (I, BB). Not intended to

evoke a reply, this rhetorical- question, minus even the question mark,

achieves an emphasis stronger than a direct statement. Furthermore, the

assOciation of the "Eye Of the father" with exposure is significant.

Perhaps the coldness, the iciness she sees in the eye of the father is a

sign of her expectation or anticipation of faifure in her attempts at

identification or fusion.

The Diary opens with her assertion that "there is always my fundamental

nature, and I am never deceived by my 'inteflectuaf' adventures, Or my

literary exploits. . I do not like to be just one Anais, whole,

familiar, contained" As sOon as someone defines ne, f do as June does; I
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seek escape from the confinements of definition. Am I good? kind? Then f

seek to see hori far I can go into unkindness (not very far), into hardness.

But I do feel I can always come back to my true nature. Can June come back

to her true nature?" (1, 29). It is important to note the sequence of

Nin's associations with wholeness in this passage: familiar, contained,

defined, confined. Rivalry with June functions to blur the more

significant issue of who is responsibl-e for Nin's definition, "Poor June"

says Nin, "is not like me, able to make her own portrait" (1, 16). For

Nin, the ability to make her own portrait should imply the ability to

define herself. However, it does not, which means that she is perpetually

wanting in and out of rel-ationships, seeking escapes. Her self-portrait

becomes a del-ineation of her escapes from definition by others, as she

employs her creative will- negatively in artfully escaping the defini.tion

she actively elicits.

The big question "Am I like everyone else?" wifl not yield the answer

she wants as long as her center of gravity remains external-. Consequently'

she struggles deligently to install hersel-f in l-ife through negative

willing based in rival-ry. Meanwhile, she sees the men i.n her l-ife as

regarding the !!gly as their rival: "Al-L of them would slay the journal if

they could" (I, 2I5). Accordingly, allying herself with the Diary is a

strategic identification, a means of hol-ding out on her relationships with

them.

As a biographer, Bell Gal-e Chevigny became particularly obsessed with

the process of identification and concerned to understand its impact on her

rol-e. Subsequent to completíng her biography of Margaret tr'uller she

focused on this struggle in an articl-e "Daughters trúriting: Toward A Theory

of ltiomen's Biographyr" in which she emphasized that emotional
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"identification is potentially analytic and can produce an understanding

and appreciation of separation. ."4 In short, to Chevigny

identification is a process which involves a doubfe action--the recognition

of identity and the analysis of difference--"for example, in the.cause' the

consequence, or the vaLue assigned to the quality" recognized ("D. l,rl.", p.

775). It is the second phase of the action which ís in need of

illumination. If Nin is theoretically concerned to engage the personal so

thoroughly that it will expand beyond itself and ultimately connect with

the universal, she is similarly intent on purposefully engaging

identification as Chevigny describes i-t--"with so little qualification or

inhibition that one wouLd emerge on the far side of the experience with a

d.eeper an¿ cLearer appreciation of the subject than usually accompanies

'objectivity"'(p.359). However, in the second phase of the doubl-e action

of identification, Nin's anal-ysis of the differences inevitably

demonstrates her perpetual and competitive desire for superiority'

curiously linked in her theory with the experience of being loved. Hence,

the rol-e of the "bad double" always belongs to the other while Nin presents

herself as operating on a different l-evel.

Consequently, while Nin acknowledges her father as her double she feels

that she "lived by truer values in people" (I, 2O7). Father, she insists,
I llnas superrr-sr-ar and worldly aims" and a remarkabl-e "unaldareness of others"

(1, ZO7). She argues that in her case "depth of feeling" ameliorates the

pattern of deceptiveness and the inventing of situations (I, 2I2). Nin's

fear of ídentification is partially explained by her statement "0n the

basis of a few resembÌances, one fears total resembl-ance. I did not want

to be him" (1, ZOg). This fear of "total resemblance" is evidence of her

basically healthy intel-l-ectual appreciation of the dangers of uncritical-
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identification. For Nin and her father to retain their idealized

relationship, their dramatization of incestuous coupling must be on a

superior level-, a different plane than that of Jean and her family. She

attempts to effect this by suggesting that the former relationship is a

spiritually and psychologically enri.ching interchange ' while the analagous

situation, Jean's rel-ationship to her brothers, is solipsistic, immature

and debauched. Jean's relationship to her brothers ís judged a failure

just as Allendy's roLe in the staged "whipping" Tnlas unsatisfactory by

comparison to her understanding of her rel-ationship to her father.

Similarly, Nin identifies with Valentina Orlikova as a prototypical

Ïüoman, the first lvoman captain. Although Nin shares with her friend

Olga(pseudon¡rm) a faith in Val-entina as "our heroine" yet she says that

when Olga "talks about the real captain of a real ship . I think about

ny symbolic guidances. .Valentina has a reaL ship' a real uniform, a

real- meda1, a real direct hero-worship from all. And f? .I direct

strange and ghostly battles with the unconscious" (Itl, 287). Nin's

l-amentation "Poor Captain Anais, deprived of the certitude of a concrete

ship. ." is actually a glorification of her ou.n skill and bravery as

captain and navigator of the unconscious, implying not only a "deeper life"

than Olga but a more significant one than Val-entina (ltl, 2BB). Nin seeks

to usurp the roÌe of heroj-ne and is protestíng her own deprivation--not of

concreteness but of social recognition or "hero worshii". Consequently to

"l-et" Olga dress her conventionally sets up a concrete confirmation of her

unique unrecognized individuality (tIt, 287)" Furthermorer'hre have already

examined how Nin maintained that Rank was guilty of intellectual living'

yet suggested that she personified his theory. In light of the foregoing

investigation of the pattern of her identifications, her extended
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admiration of his historica] and cultural infl-uence can now be considered

as another of her inverted efforts to demonstrate her own cl-aims to being

prototypical.

In "The Dream of Twinship in the ltlritings of Anais Nin," Sharon Spencer

discusses Otto Rank's theory regarding twins as "visible proof of primitive

man's belief that each individual- has two selves, one of which is invisible

because it resides in the realm of the eterna1."5 Rank, says Spencer,

credits twins "with the power of bringing ttreir double (ttreir soul) ínto

the visible world" (p. gZ). Twinning is rel-ated to narcissism, and as such

is a transitional- phase in an individual-'s evol-ution from a basis ín

self-1ove, to self-creation as artist and the projection of images of self

and others into art. Spencer argues that "except for the threat discovered

in the ]ikeness of the father's foot to her own, she has never projected

fear of a double. On the contrary she has wel-comed. her various twins"

(p" 90). Spencer further suggests that the real twin Nin has generated "is

the great Diary, Nin's double, the companion that she sometimes personi-fies

. .The Diary is a duplicate of hersetf; it is her larger self, unified

and complete in all its complexity" (p. 90). However, Nin is most clearly

her father's d.oubl-e in that she practices what her father preaches, namely

"do not look at me, look at all that I am attempting to be' look at my

ideal- intentions" (f, 262). In fact, this attention to her ideal- inten-

tions is exactly what the five subsequent vofumes of the Diary provides.

It would therefore be more fitting to see Nín's persona in the Diary as

her doubl-e and her ideal , for--contrary to r,ihat Spencer suggests--this

persona offers extensive evidence of a deep rooted fear of identification

related to her downplaying of the representative or collective dinensions

of the seff and her perpetual- need to l-eave, to escape relationships ' in
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fear that she wiLl be unable to sustain the hazmony based on

identifications. Consequently, the Diary emphasis is upon the threatening

dimension of identification as self-dissolution, as creating an il-l-usion of

bal-ance rather than offering a means of whol-eness: "I become l-ike water

and instead of separating from others, as Henry does, I lose myself in

others. . . "Then I get confused. This for me is the labyrinth.

Identification, projection. My identification with my father which had to

be broken. Myself in June, I see the double, the twins of others" (fI,

285). Nin's forthright and affirmative statement that "I see the doubl-e.

the twins of others" is a watershed" She intends to disguise her inability

to recogníze or embrace her own twin and to present her personal weakness

as a strength.

In the original journal, projection as Nin's unconscious attribution

of known qualities or patterns to others was l-ikeIy excessive "

Subsequently (some thirty years later), although Nin as editor is able to

respond to her own patterns enbedded in or shared by others' this

identification is on a linited and concessional basis. Therefore one is

not convinced she has truthfully acknowledged her shadow, but rather that

she has increased her "intel-tectual- nearness" to its realíty. Basically

Nin's ability to identify and subsequently judge problematic patterns in

others enhances her pride in the maternal- role. Significantly while the

problems and difficulties identified are often her own, this does not mean

they are simply or always unconscious projections. Often her ability to

detect problens in others is a function of her high-Ievel- of intell-ectual

awareness or consciousness respectíng her orvn difficul-ties. That Nin's

editoriaL control- of her persona and tone is excefLent is substantiated by

the overwhelming tendency for readers to identify her with her persona. It
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is when this control lags or weakness that r¡ie can conjecture about Anaïs

Nin, the person behind the persona or in literary terms the voice.

Ironically, through responsiveness and sensitivity to her patterns of

identification and projection we can know this woman behind the personat

who best substantiates her cl-aim to being selective or discriminating

first by revealing herself truthfully only to those with a strong intuitive

faculty, and second by the fact that she does not reveaf to readers much

about herseff of which she was intellectually unaware. Although as readers

we cannot then "knorn¡" her any better than she did hersel-f, Yet we can

accept the challenge of seeking our way through the labyrinth and in the

process understand more fully than she was abl-e why she was unable to

develop further--her intellectual nature was the roadtrlock.
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CHAPTER T}IREE

NOTES

1 ttt. Esther Harding, Psychicjnergy- (rg+e; New York, t967), p. 57r;
henceforth abbreviated as P. E.

¿ June Singer, Boundaries of the Soul The Practice of
Psychology (New York, 1973 p. 280.

7 Ju u, Hill-man, "Anima II," inS An Annual of Archet I
Psychol- osy and Jung ian Thoueht (r974 ¡PP -47.

4 s"lt Gale chevigny, Between Ìriomen eds. Carol Ascher Louise De Salvo,
Sara Ruddick (Boston, I9B4 ,757-79.

abbreviated as "Dream."

l_

Ã-t.trr
'Sharon Spencer, "'Ihe Dream of Twinship in the'ttlriting of Anais Nin",

Journal of the Otto Rank Association, 9(Winter, I974-75), gt; henceforth
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CHAPTER T'OUR

THE RELATION OF THE SENSUAI AND THE MATERNAI

TO NIN'S IDENT]TY AS }IOMAN AND ARTIST

In Dauehters and Mothers' Mothers and Daughters (tglç) , sígne Harnmer

emphasizes that "in l{estern cultural tradition women are regarded and

portrayed largely in terns of their rel-ationships with men."1 Nín

incorporates this tradition as the doninant pattern within the Diary'

whereas the nother-daughter rel-ationship remains an underground one.

Initially and for the greater part of her l-ifetime her admiration goes to

men and. it is not until very late in her Diary that she provides extended,

substantial portraits of TÍomen she admires, with her extended familial

reference to men either as fathers or children (sons), and her portrayal of

herself as daughter and mother being indicative of her difficulty in coming

to terms with her ovün sensuality and also the source of her duplicity and

double nessaging which repeatedly complicates and confuses her

rel-ationships.

As such, Nin exemplifies the problems explained by Linda Leonard in The

hlounded lúoman. According to Leonard, a d.isturbed rel-ation between

mascul-ine and femini"ne principles is implicit in this concept of wounding

whereby the impaired rel-ationship to the father damages a daughter's

self-concept. Leonard argues that "two conflicting patterns frequently

exist together in the psyche of a wounded wonan, doing battle with each

other" (p. 15). In both patterns--"the eternal- girl" (puella) and the

"armored Amazon"--the woman ís cut off from her own center and hence from
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importants parts of herself. To Leonard, "the wounded woman . . . finds

herself in a confl-ict between these two patterns. .Each has its vafue.

Each can fearn from the others. And the integration of the two is a

foundation for the emerging woman" (p. 2f). June Singer's Androgyny throws

further light on the situation by suggesting that the Amazon type

demonstrates a need for polrer, and a defensiveness with respect to what she

cannot control. Indeed, Singer observes that "rather than integrating the

'masculine'aspects that could make her strong as lroman, she identifies

r,rith the power aspect of the 'mascufin.' ."2 In this regard, Nin

exemplifies what Leonard describes as the donning of Arnazon armor, "a

powerful persona . forned out of a reaction and not out of her inner

feminine center" (p.61). As Amazon, the woman's reaction is "against the

irresponsible and uncommitted father, whether manifested culturally or

personally," and ideally the concern is to effect a "transformation beyond

the reactive aspect, towards the genuine and actively feminine" (hi. Itl:,

61). In simil-ar fashion, Nin's identification with the maternal persona

can be interpreted as a defensive response typicaf of an "armored Amazon."

As Leonard explains: "fn reacting against the negligent father such women

often identify on the ego level with the masculine or fathering function

themsel-ves. .So they build up a strong masculine ego identity through

achievement . or being in control . perhaps as a nother who rufes

the family . " ." (p. 17).

Initially a pueÌIa, Leonard. cLaims "Nin transformed the puella

existence in herself through her writing, giving form to her intuitions and

thus bringing possibility and actuality together" (p" +g). Leonard points

out that "often the woman who remains an eternal girl has failed'bo

identify with and integrate the qualities a positive father can help her
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develop, consciousness, discipline, courage, decision making, self-

vafuation, direction" (p. f6). Although through her Diary Nin aspired to

integrate these qualities into her feminine identity, actually she really

just alternates from her puella pattern as the high flyer or Don Juana into

the arnored Amazon. Indeed, as Amazon, Nin fits Leonard's phenomenological

description of the Super Star. Not only does her father fail to function

as a father, but she has what Leonard would describe as "a mother who has

taken a masculine-l-ike Amazonic position of work and martyrdom. Hence the

only masculine infLuence has come through a mother who has denied all

feeling" (p. 65). I'Quite often when there is an absent father,and the

mother takes on å mascul-ine role, the daughter l-acks not only a genuine

masculine model, but she has no model- of femininity fron the mother" (p.

66). Clearly, the centraL feature of the armored Amazon, the desire to

control-, is pervasive in Nin's rel-ationship patterns and, as l,eonard points

Out, since this "need to control doesn't allOw things to happenr" as a

resuft she "is al-ienated from the deeper roots of creativity and

spirituality" (p. 29) "

Basically the Amazon's ego adaptation of strength is a cover for her

own dependence and overpowering need.s. Consequently her defensiveness is

"against that which is inside" and she needs "to accept her shadow of

weakness, " in a manner other than alteration into the puella pattern (U.

W., 81). As Leonard describes it, "the Amazon's transfornation invol-ves

softening, allowing the receptivity in hersel-f to be so that it can unite

with her already developed strength in the creative expression of her

feminine spirit" (p. 84). Leonard predicts that softening the Anazon armor

"may help her find a creative relation to the feminine in herself and the

feminine in man" (p. 87). Therefore, as Leonard sees it, the issue is "tÒ
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al-LoTr that strength to come out naturally from the center of her

personality rather than be forced out from an ego adaptation. 'ttihat is

needed is to bring that strength to the area of which she is afraid" (p.

81) " And Leonard cautions that the "way to this is not a l¡ray of

'doing'--which is the Amazon's usual- mode of action" In [tet] experience

'not doing' is the secret" (p. A2). Ior Nin, "the area of which she is

afraid" is her o'hln sexualitY"

This probl-em in turn may be traced to the mother-daughter reÌationship'

and here an important context is provided by Lynn Z. Bloom in her article

"Heritages: Dimensions of Mother-Daughter Relationships in trtlomen's

Autobiography":

Autobiography may be defined as a drama in
which the autobiographer functions as both
the playwright and the principal character.
This definition has several significant
implications" Playwright and heroine are
distinctively different roles, despite the
fact that one person (whose continuity and
integrity of personality are assuned--by
the audience, at least) performs both--and
control-s both. Thus in liiomen's autobio-
graphies the author, recreating and
interpreting her childhood and maturing
self, assumes a number of the functions
that her own mother fulfilled in the
cuLtural family history.

So not only in this sense does the
daughter-as-autobiographer become her own

mother, she also becomes the re-creation of
her maternal parent and the controlling
adult in their literary relationship=

Clearly this is a reversal- of the pattern of power and dominance typically

prevailing in a daughter's early 1ife. Although Bloom makes no direct

reference to the Diar_y we can readily envision it in these terms,

especially when Bfoon goes on to observe that l{oman autobiographers

"enconra.ge the rea.d-er"s primary allegiance to thernselves, rather than to
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any other characters" (p. 292). Through the diary process Nin attempts to

recreate her maternal parent and be the controlfing adult.

Moreover, by actively assuming the naternal role, Nin endeavors to

nurture and convey a sense of self, to transnit values, to serve as a rol-e

model- and to foster a cul-tural group identity for creative personalities'

at the same time that she grants her mother, Rosa Cu1mell, very limited

accomplishment in any of these realms, hoping the reader will- ally with

her, against her mother" One means of denying Rosa's inffuence is the

eLection of male role models, and another is the tendency to l-ook for

shortcomings in Rosa and to overlook her strengths and virtues. Refusing

to conced.e her mother's artistry, she implies that her own creativity

survives despite her maternal upbringing' as a part of her paternal

heritage. Neverthel-ess Rosa Culmel-l- was a singer, an artist in her olr¡n

right and against great odds successfully raised three young children, two

of whom demonstrated considerable artistic promise. Her independent and

adventurous spírit is remarkable, as her willingness to take risks

substantiates. Setting off for America with three young children was an

act of courage, as ïras her previous decision at age thirty to wed Nin's

father, a penniless and young musician, eight years her junior. Clearly

Rosa had spirit, even though to Nin "It was my mother's acceptance and

resignation to the human condition I feared to espouse" (V, 150). She

appears to have been a consistently supportive parent--purchasing a

writer's desk for her young daughter, often collaborating with her on the

binding for her journals--despite her daughter's feeling of being

"thoroughly outsþsne" by her nother's singing "for" the young rnen who court

win (V , I7B, emphasis mine). Although Nin cl-aims that Rosa "capitulated to

r*ifehood and motherhood," Rosa did not remain with her unfaithful husband'
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Nin's father. Furthermore, although Nin attributes to Rosa the aspiration

"to be a l-oved and pampered concert singerr" she also notes that her mother

l-ed a "humble, sacrificed life" in which she "possessed nothing but what

was given to her by her children" (V, 181' lBO). The desire to be 1oved

and pampered. is thus most clearly Nin's own, and in c]aiming that "My

mother wanted me to be someone other than the lvoman I I^Ias" she denonstrates

her own desire for Rosa to be someone other than the hloman she was

(v, rB2).

i{atrophobia or the fear of becoming one's mother al-so l-ies behind Nin's

desire to enchant and seduce. "While she was alive she threatened my

aspiration to escape the servitudes of women. Very early I was deterrnined

not to be like her but like the women who had enchanted and seduced my

father, the mistresses who l-ured him away from us" (V, 182). To the same

effect although she concedes inheriting "the maternal passion" from her

mother (V, lgl), she defines Rosa's love as "brave and virile" 1f, fO+).

Basically she infers a lack of femininity and poltrer from Rosa's l-ack of

seductiveness. Underlying Nin's sefection of the masculíne term'

supposedly to describe the potency of her mother's l-ove, is her own belief

in the importance of being seductive in order to wield power in

relationships with men.

Having envisioned her father as feminine and vulnerable, Nin interprets

her mother's judgment and ultimate rejection of him as indicative of

virility and emotional- insensitivity. In addition to her "very ful1

figure" Nin suggests that Rosa had a corresponding "strength' a courage' a

d.ecisiveness" her father needed (I, 104). tr'urthermore readers are

encouraged by means of structured comparísons to deduce that Rosa is "full-

bl-own" whereas Nin admits:
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My greatest fear is that people wil-l- become
aware that I am fragile, not a full-blovrn
rüôman physically, that I an enotionally
vulnerable, that I have smal-l breasts l-ike
a girl" And so I cover all- this up with
understanding, wisdom, ínterest in otherst
with my mind's agility, with my writingr mX

reading: f cover the woman up to reveaf
only the artist, the confessor' the friend'
the nother, the sister (f, g0).

Significantty the interest Nin expresses in others is her manner of

covering up her own vulnerability and hiding her "littl-e girl" seÌf, just

as under the guise of discussing her own weakness, Nin is really attempting

to argue her own superiority by comparison with her mother"

Nin judges her nother as lacking in femininity and criticizes her for

being a "reafist" with no understanding of the feminine arts of iflusion

and seduction. In contrast to lìosa, Nin delíghts in being charming and

flirtatious" In A Photographic Suppl ement to the Diary , she incl-udes three

pictures of Rosa. Two of these pictures are clearly selected to

substantiate Nin's word portrait in that they encourage a notion of Rosa as

both matronly and grimly serious. The first portrait of Rosa is shortly

after their arrivaf from Spain and shows them on a farnily outing at Coney

Island. Symbolically this photo features Rosa in dark conservative attire'

standing quite literally at the wheel or in the driver's seat and one

recalls Nin's dream that her mother was driving badly naking it necessary

for her to take over at the wheel (V. 266). Subsequently by vertically

positioning her own photo on the Left side, above her father's, rather than

her mother's image, Nin reinforces her ohrn sense of kindred" Here Rosa is

presented attired in a very traditional Spanish headress of bLack lace,

looking very matriarchal- in stark contrast to the pín-stripe shirt and

uhite sport coat of her slick and dapper mate. Significantly Rosa's
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headpiece rüas a gift from Nin, who judges her for being matronly (V, 181).

In the final Piqry that she edited, Nin comments on America's

acceptance of Durrel-l's work, which she cal-l-s "full-blown Iíterature" and

says is characterized by its sensuality and exoticism (VI , IO3) " Her use

of the term "ful-l bl-own" positively, as a commendation with reference to

literature and to Durrell- seems diametrically opposed to her pri"or

inference of the term with regard to her mother. Here the positive use of

the term is a function of her belief that she is Durrel-l's feminine and

artistic counterpart" Through her patterning of associations this phenômena

of being ful] blown--as literature or as woman--is becoming linked to

sensual-ity and exoticism. If Nin is philosophically committed to a notion

of whofeness as androgyny, as the rhythmic interplay of the nascul-ine and

feminine within the psyche of one individual' why is she so rigid' so

stereotypic in her response to her own mother? Never acknowledging that

her theory and practice are at odds, she expresses personal pride in her

singular ability to live out her theory, to become a work of art herself

and thereby to "possess" wholeness.

Although Nin claims to reject her father's inhuman desire for order,

she is forthright in claiming focus and order as her personal strengths.

At the same time she suggests that her mother was a bad business woman and

was both inefficient and ineffective in col-lecting her import accounts from

the Cuban relatives. Conversely, James Herlihy's advice to Nin emphasizes

that in fact organization is not one of her personal streneths (VI , 45).

lrl"hile Nin l-ikes to suggest to readers that she is wilful and independent,

"as realists" we cannot help wondering how she manages in concrete and

financial- terms to sustain her freedon and independence. Somehow Rosa's

independent spirit and indomitabl-e wiLl seem more convincing' although
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nôticeabl-y downplayed. Sinilarly, Rosa's style of nothering allows for the

individuality of her children, whereas Nin's is essential-ly a didactic and

behaviorist practice.

If Henry sees his nother as huge in the scheme of the universe, Nin's

eldeavor to mother Henry, ind.eed the multitudes, reflects her own feminine

desire to invent mythic stature for herseff. She willinglYr identifies

herself with the maternal- archetype and culturally we tend to be uncritical

and somewhat sentimental about the nother-chiId rel-ationship, all of which

would suit Nin's purposes very well. Overidentification with the mother

persona l-eads r^rÕman to become what Esther Harding, in Psychic Energy, terms

"nothing but mother:" "Although her individuality seems to be enhanced,

this conscious superiority is compensated and nul-lified in the unconsci-ous.

For she has become nothing but nother, and her personality is sacrificed to

the archetypal inage that usurps the place of her individuality" (p. 190).

Nin's conscious superiority leads her to suggest that her children are

devouring her when in fact she is being consummed by the maternaÌ archetype

within. Nin reveals how limited her notions of maturity are when in Vo1ume

Six she suggests to her nephew that having a chitd is a means of making

yourself a grownup (VI, 4B). Her theory is that one can project the

troubfesome child in onesel-f onto the other. lühile this is certainly an

expedient means to an end, its efficacy is more than doubtful. lle recall

that when Nin is reunited with her father, in relation to him she affirms

herself as a "full blown" vroman and by comparison delegates to him the role

of child.

Soth Nin's vocation as analyst and as a mothering type offer parallel

instances of her tendency to make a callíng or a choice out of what she has

essentially experienced as a compromise. She speaks of her experience of
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symbolic motherhood as "beyond biological motherhood--the bearing of

artists, and life, hope and creation" (Ir 21B). Symbolic motherhood is the

only one left her "the simpfe human fJ-owering denied her" (I, 546). It is

a compromise, not a choice, one that she el-ects to make into a virtue. A

good mother is nurturant and enabling, encouraging the psychological

separation and physical índependence of the developing child. To the

contrary, Nin assumes the maternal rol-e because of her inability and

unwillingness to separate. The maternal role al-Lot¡s her to envision others

as her inmature progeny and to assume the right to be very influentiaL with

respect to their development" In the early vôlumes T,awrence Durrell and

Robert Duncan are termed the children of her writing and in Volune Five her

references to James Herlihy regard him as her "spiritual sonr" as her "onIy

link with the future" (V, 259).

Being typically over*zealous in her rol-e as mother, Nin announces after

an afternoon's babysitting that "she has now known corununity living" (Vl,

49). Having changed the baby ten times in a singl-e afternoon, she proceeds

to express her d.istress at its parent's "conviction of their virtuousness"

(Vl, 4Ð. If anyone is feeling virtuous, it is Anais Nin who "lras not

proud at all- of having helped three chil-dren with faces l-ike puddings or

oatmeal to l-ive through a Sunday afternoon" (VI, 49). Real parenting is a

very low Level of relationship according to Nin's voice of experience. No

wonder that she cannot imagíne Henry's emotional- bond to his chil-dren who

after all "l-ooked like a nill-ion other teenagers" (VI , 7O7). The rivalry

is cl-ear, what irks Nin is that Henry "loved them nore than anyone" (Vl,

7o7).

Two dimensions are essential to feminine identity--maternal-ity and

sensuality. 'ltiomen need to recognize and come to terms with both facets of
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their fenininity in order to achieve a secure identity. Femaleness is the

whole, of which motherhood is part. Nin repeatedly associates woman as

enchantress with the notion of wornan as actress, whereas troman as nurturer

and preserver is linked to the materna1 ro1e. Viewing "the quest for

heal-ing and whol-eness" as necessary, Nin emphasizes ÏIoman's roLe as rüeaver

and her concomitant concern with reparation: "As a lfôman' I sha1l put

together all that was divided and give new birth to everything that was

kil]ed" (V, ITO; IV, 41)" However, maturity is largely a question of

perspective or point of view and in this regard it is val-uable to consider

Nin's dream of herself as a fu1I grown woman, stepping through a mirror and

being reduced to a chil-d. As she interprets it, in one instant this

"maturity was l-ost, discarded" (lV, 94)" Bound by her ideal of maturity,

Nin is concerned to maintain the mark of femininity Nancy SchoLar so

convincingly establishes as linked to Nin's sense of maternality and which

is further akin to what Virginia hroolf terms the "angel in the house."6

Scholar is scathing in her consideration of the phenomena of Nin's

seLf-ideafization in the Diary, suggesting that she advances to a sense of

hersel-f as an angel in the worLd (around Ìüorl-d lüar II) and ultimately in

the final- volume as a "guru to the multitudes." Nin's deep need to keep

the little girl within hidden is a function of her perspective on

maternal-ity as the socially recognized apex of feminine maturity.

Sirnilarly, it motivates her endeavors to substantiate her relationships

with men as materna], and accordingly as nonsexuaL"

Nin's response to her friend Hélène is our most reliable cue for

interpretation of her own feninine identity. In Hélène Nin recognizes:

'Absol-ute duality. As there is in me. .There is only an actress' bent

on seducing you." This dectaration of affinity or correspondance with
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Hófène is extrenely significant in that Nin recognizes in her friend the

two essential facets of feminine identity which she envisions as Héle'ne's

"two faces: one at home, sewing. . . the Catholic hloman who is,afraid of

sinning, and the other outside, with mocking eyes . a daring and

voluptuous appeararrce." If the vloman at home is at ease' is maternal-' ïioman

as outsider is daring, the enchantress' the femme fatale. Nin's basic

response to Hélène is distrust and fear: "But perhaps what is frighteníng

is that the different aspects of her personality are like Tüomen on a

revolving stage, there is a wal-L between each rotation" (lI, lB5).

Accordingl-y, within Nin herself, there is this compartrnentalization, this

walf between the two faces of the feminine. Both her preoccupation with

yielding and her straining to effect or substantiate her ideals are

informed by this wall- between rotations, as is her inplementation of

alternate strategies for wholeness.

trrtoman as enchantress becomes associated in the Diary with "wombl-ess

femininity" through Nin's judgment of Robert Duncan's homosexual patterns

(fll, ITO). In Duncan, she connects the effort to enchant not only with a

desire to seduce but with a malicious intent to victimize. Furthernore in

her subsequent refl-ection upon Martha Jaeger's lack of womanly success, Nin

says "411 of us have a maternal- side but it is not so obvious in our

appearance. .The femme fatal-e is our ideal in appearance!" (IV, f5).

Consequently, according to Nin, Martha is not only guilty of "appearing"

maternal, but she "continues to analyze in place of feeling' analyze

instead of living sensually, unconsciously" (lV, 69). Nin herself is

troubl-ed by woman's intellectual nature as wel-l-, and therefore she insists

that "I am not writing with my mind" (fV, 4f).

lühile Nin prides herself on the ability to see the twins of others' it
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is Henry MiL1er who consistently recognizes her twins, not only in Helene,

but in the figures of Luise Rainer and fsak Dinesen's character,

Pellegrina. As actresses, all three demonstrate stylized persona and a

compartmental-ized sel-f. Generally Nin finds her disguises are accepted by

the men, whereas women may challenge or deny her identity. As a resuft

portraits of women, particularly in the final- volume' regufarly reveal- the

tendency of her alliances with woman--her need for val-idation fron other

women--to degenerate into a mode of rivalry'

Luise Eichenbaum and Susie Orbach i.n U@ Ggel)

emphasize that although women search for validation frorn men, they rea11y

want and need validation fron other r^romen.4 Ei"h"nbaum and Orbach cite

three typicat psychological- concomitants of woman's sociaL rol-e: the

tendency to defer, the need to be connected to others, particularly to a

man and the devel-opment of ernotional antennae, thereby enablíng thenselves

to anticipate the needs of others (p. g). They argue that as a result of

an imbalance in the giving which typically transpires in feminine

rel-ationship patterns, woman experience difficulty with receiving and carry

deep feelings of neediness (p. g). trtle have explored the Nin persona in

terns substantiating al-l of the above feminine tendencies, particularly the

deep feelings of neediness which rnotivate the disguised search for a

matrix. According to Patricia Spack's in "Free Ì,lomenr" Nin's "commitrnent

to the vafues of orthodox fernininity remains unchanging."5 She "appears to

take pride in l-osingr" and "uses the language of self deprecation and seLf

doubt." Basically "she avoids talk of winning as she modestly records her

victories over the succession of peopl-e who fel-l- in l-ove with her" (p. 56).

However, finding herseff in a positíon of powerlessness or impotence, Nin

speaks of her sense of potency--relationally and artistically--generally in
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nascul-ine terms i.e. penetration" It is in this respect that she is unique

rather than stereotypic or traditional. Although Ellen Peck Killoh, in

"The lloman llriter and the Element of Destruction," argues that Nin is

l-ocked into her Feminine Ideal and unable to change tactics, we have

d.ocumented the randomness and relative ease with which she al-ternates her

strategy as schema or matrix"6 Ultimately Nin discovers her feminine

ideal--the maternaL face--to be unviabl-e and Killoh concedes that the

"requirenents of her vocation force her outside her own stereotypes" (p"

7L) .

Although Stephanie Denetrakapoulos' 1978 article considers Nin to be a

sel-f-actuafized, liberated and very feminine individual, in fact she does

not measure up to Demetrakopoulos' olm standards for woman's maturation. In

her newest book, Listenine to Our Bodies (1985) Denetrakopoulos opens with

a chapter on "Becôming An Adultr" arguing therein that woman's unique ego

development is the basic reason "that rio¡nen five more rnorally' and less

violently, aggressively and. theoretically than men."7 Although Nin's

theory of the Ïioman artist argues for the superiority of female art as a

mode of preservation and connection, her style of living ís aggressive'

theoretical and norally questionable. By Demetrakopoulos' own standards'

then, Nin is neither typical nor mature.

In Reinvent llomanhood (fgZg)' Carolyn HeiLbrun specifies qualities

typical of achievirrg "oto"rr.B 
As characters r,rrith autonomy, they have a self

that is not ancil-lary, that is not described by a reLationship or role.

Not only do they employ the father as a positive role nodel but they aspire

to l-earn to control their own destiny, to do rather than to be" Nin, in the

Diary, definitel-y attenpts to become a protagonist in her own story' just

as her struggle to invent the schema reflects the desire to do rather than
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to be. Furthermore, Heilbrun argues that it is by employing the language

of male mastery or l-ove that the !üoman artist embodies her own creative

por4rers in a mascul-ine personification and she insists that "wonan must

abandon the fantasy of womanhood . and perceive thensefves as the

active principle: in short, as wholes with integrity" (p. f67).

Ideally Ììre recognize that female use of the male model- is a matter of

reinterpretation rather than transfation, as Linda Leonard has so aptly

indicated in her discussion of the armored Amazon. In fact, Leonard's

cautionary comnents with respect to woman's authentic enactment of her

strengths are a valuable extension of Heibrun's thoughts in this area of

fenale psychological developnent. Heilbrun says that in the past to

"portray female destiny without examining marriage was fike portraying male

consciousness and not examining work and sex. . ." (p.774). Nin's

choice, never to present herself as wife, can be considered an active

effort to circumvent the stereotypic fantasy of womanhood, the limitation

of her feminine identity to one face.

In Volume Five, in conversation with her analyst Inge Bogner, Nin cites

l-eadership and exceLlence as man's perogatives and confesses: "I was afraíd

to take on mascufine activities. The man !Ías in the drivers seat" (V,

226). She emphasizes mechanicaf not social or inter-personal skifls when

she characterizes the masculine domain in which she concedes her fai]ure to

perform. In effect, she actually trivial-izes masculine endeavors as she

recites her fail-ure to rnake money, drive a car, run a camera. Yet these

are very symbolic actions--money is basic to independence and powert

driving is fundanental- to being in control and finding the route to

excelfence, rvhereas running a camera enables one to envision reality as one

chooses. trfhile Nin dreamed once of taking over at the wheel when her
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mother d.rove badly, she also dreamed of being a pedestrian as those in the

driver's seat aimed their vehicles directly at her (V, 226i IYr 94).

If Hd1e'ne is Nin's twin as rìroman, Renate and Varda are her twins as

artist" Not only is sensual-ity basic to Nin's concept of identity as a

woman, but also as an artist. Varda and Renate are her rival-s/twins in

this respect. According to Nin, Renate is fiercely independent and

defensive, in fact, one of her "greatest preoccupations is not to be

dominated by man" (V, I72). Indeed, "[t]othing seems to have patterned

her,andshegroÏrS].ikeawi1df].owerin?rr¿co1oro'@',

(emphasis mine, V, lJ2). Basically Nin proves to be Renate's twin with

regard to her tendency to negative willing, the denial- of others'

influence, and her father fixation. If "Renate can penetrate any

experience or rol-e without dissol-ution of her sel-f" this suggests a secure

core which does not correspond with the suggestion that her "anxiety

propels her outward into action, imagery, fervor" (V, l-7I). Similarly

although Nin suggests that Renate "is a fecundator," inciting others with

her contagious, ebullient energy she also suggests she "is as fluid as

mercury" (V, L1I). Nin has said man attacks the vital center ïIoman fills

out the circunference. Renate appears to do both! A further contradiction

becomes apparent in Nin's suggestion that "No part of Renate has died under

experience" She nourishes on it and converts it to gold Õr honey as_Jgu

gsh" (ernphasis mine, V, 151). Here we have an external center of gravity

implied, a self-consciousness and a sense of audience that suggests an

external- motivation rather than a conscious self-direction. Furthermoret

Renate cornmunicates to others "a heightened moodr" "a state of natural

intoxication" and the major theme of her work is "the coexistence of I¡Ioma.n

and animal-" (v, ryz).
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Renate maintains that she feels like a character Nin created and in

many respects she is Nin's feminine personification of her orln concepts of

ftuidity and sensual-ity (VI, 107). Accordingly, her portrait is riddled

with contradictions. If Renate's fluidity is propelled by anxiety it

correspônds to Nin's or¡rn Òbsession r¡ith flow. Basically through the

portrait of Renate as her twin, Nin dramatizes linda leonard's armored

Anazon reaction (forced ego adaptations) with the result that she goes on

in the final- volume to describe Renate as "a marvel-ous spectacle, "

"propelled to act and say everything without contro16" (VI, 91).

Through Nin's response to the figure of Varda ïie see the development of

her concept of the artist as rnagician: "Varda's attitude to life was that

of a Mer1in, the enchanter, who must constantfy enchant and seduce'

fascinate and create" (fV, 22I). fn fact for Nin, to entertaj-n an audíence

implies a côncern to entice, to seduce: "Ladies and Gentlemen: Just

because I started in the opposite direction from the general run of

adventurers, that is . . . with tragedies . it does not mean that

I witl not be abfe to entertain you further r,¡ith nore and more enticing

stories of seductions, abductions and deductions" (lll, 217)" If in Volume

One Nin was côncerned to win the father, in Volume Six this desire

prevails: "Every act refated to rny writing Ïras cÒnnnected in me with an

act of charm, seduction of my father" . . .Every act from selling a book'

accepting a dollar, involving others, tnlas charged ¡uith direct sexual

associations: courting the worl-d" (VI, fO9, enphasis mine). tr'or Nin, as

ïioman artist, the act of writing is linked to the second face of the

feminine--ïüoman as enchantress. !úhile in theory Nin says that "hloman's

rol-e in creation should be parallel to her rol-e in l-ife" which Nin has

idealized as the acts of reparation or matrixíng, in practice she is doing
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a complete about-face (II, 255). tr'or Nin, the woman artist is kindred to

the mermaid, not the mother.

lrihereas other young tromen came to Varda to be mythologized--renamed,

reshaped, redecorated as extraordinary--Nin insists that she created her

own mythofogy, before they met, because of her own writing Under A G1ass

Be]l). [hus to her, they are both "like two rnagicians ceaselessly

perforrning for each other. hle could not rest to wipe off the perspiration'

or appear for one noment as human beings. . . ." (IV, 22I). Like her he

regards art as essentiaLly an invitational process, whereby one cues the

readers to make d.ed.uctions, to read accuratefy (fff, l74). Inviting others

often implies inciting others and Nin speaks of offering clues and cues as

invitations to entry, "a portabl-e bridge between self and others.'' She

also speaks of using the writing process "1ike dynanite, to blast myself

out of isolation," for "the poet's duty is to create the mawelous by

contagion" (Irr , I74, Ir7).

Although SchoLar suggests that Nin reduces her "gender definition to

biological function (woman as womb) r" she goes on to agree with Kifloh that

"her rÒl-e as artist transcends the stifling limitation of traditional

femafe roLes. . . ." (pp. +2,43). As we have seen' Nin's artistic

practice conflicts with her definition Òf rioman as womb, although she makes

an explicit endeavor to make her concept of woman as artist para11e1 the

role of vùoman in l-ife. 0n the one hand, Nin's concept of woman as artist

is concerned with the "other" face of the feminine' with being

invitational, with enticement, incitement" 0n the other hand, it reveal-s a

concern with potency and through the choice of language ' with the mascul-ine

perogatives of penetration, impregnation and fecundation. In effect'

therefore, through her self-portrait Nin experienced and began to
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substantiate the femal-e psychoJ-ogy now emerging in the seventies and

eighties.

Less in keeping with liberationist theory, however, is the way Nin

practices "sisterhood." She admits forrning alliances with other women to

avoid the experience of rivalry, of being the outsider in a tríangular

relationship harboring a secret desire to divide the relationship and to

possess the nale herseLf. "In my case" explains Nin "the other women who

took my father away (my first defeats) are the women who haunted my entire

l-ife once the pattern of defeat was set. So in every triangle there is one

outsider. My way of rescuing myself was to identify with women' As an

ally of women, I no longer feel like the defeated little girl who wanted to

take her mother's place" (VI, 69)" Having suggested her tendency to

identify with l¡ornen, Nin devotes the last Dialy to documentation of this

pattern. Noteably the espousal of her own tendency to rescue herself fron

her fears of defeat through identification with women, occurs after the

publication of the j.nitial journal-s has fueled accusations that Nín is a

romantic, traditional, maLe-identified *o*un.9

As an a1ly of June, Eve and Lepska Miller, Nancy and Claude Durrell'

Nin naintains her sense of personal independence by emphasizing the

emotional toll of relationship to Henry Miller and Lawrence Durrell upon

the psychic economy of these r¡romen. lfhen they seem to be rel-atively happy

and managing well, Nin's strategy is to undercut the dignity and strength

of the refationship by emphasizing the extent to which the women have

compromised their own ideals in response to their partners' ideals and

demands. trühen Eve verbalizes the ernotional adjustments she has made ín

response to Henry, it is with a remarkably cl-ear sighted sense of naking

life,s choices " It is Nin who wants to suggest that Eve has been
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overpoi¡iered by Henry's wil-fulness.

In similar fashion, throughout Vofume Six the disguised rivalry with

Marguerite becomes steadily more apparent ' as Nin proceeds to comment

specifically and frequently on her or',m developing sense of refaxation and

ease. Such conrnentary is indicative of her self-satisfaction, not her

sel-f-actual-ization. She observes that rather than separate, Marguerite

englobed. As a result, every "character and event in the book is inter-

connected., interrelated by associative thinking" (Vt, 276). Nin likens

Marguerite's vast work to the everLasting pregnancy of one of her

characters, Esther Longtree. For Young, "the true experience is in the

writing," ir the process, not the completion (VI, 2O7). By comparison, Nin

promotes herself as a good. mother, as having evolved from a wounded vloman

into an enabling mÒther-

Equatly revealing is Nín's response to Caresse Crosby, whose "Southern

version of Louvecienner" "the first hearth, the first open house" in

America fascinated her (tlt, 58). She suggests indirectly by this

phrasing that Crosby is following her pattern, and in this respect that

she, herself, is the prototype or rÒle model. Similarly, to her Caresse

only "seemed innocent" as "she sat at the head of the tabler" for actually

she was a "public-relations expert among lovers and artists" and "a

publisher who played the writers as others of her set played the horses"

(V, ZZ;_). Or again although she describes Caresse's expression of feminine

charm as "the honeyed, consenting, inviting, assenting, agreei.ng,

receptive, yielding flower heart which drew everyone arÒund her" (Ilt, 79),

she al-so presents her as a manipulative person who "mixed, stirred, brewecl,

concocted her friendships by a constant fl-ux and reflux ôf activity"

(llr, t5).
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Since Caresse rüas a woman of considerable influence' one would expect

Nin to identify with her concept of Citizens of the trrlorld, to respect her

ability to act symbolicalty and to mobilize others to commit to a vision.

Clearly Nin sounds l-ike a potential grassroots member of Citizens of the

!lorl-d: "If all- of us acted in unison as I act individually there woufd be

no rüars and. no poverty. I have made myself personally responsible for the

fate of every hunan being who has come my way" (tI, 45O)" Nin's theory

implies a willingness to support and conmit to the possibility of

individual symbolic action contributing to the actuafization of an ideal-

vision. yet her journalistic report on Caresse's negotiations seems to

undercut the ideal, and she seems bemused when Caresse's scheme baçkfires.

Although Nin feeLs an affinity with both caresse (rrr' 41) and ttétàne

(lt, lB5) as seductive, expansive Ìromen, she depicts their compartmental--

lz,atign, of their lives and rol-es as inadequate. Intuitives and

intell-ectuals are two basic personality types and Nin reports: "To me

people r,rrith intuition are like wafl-fess rÒoms. . " .They are transparent"

l+hereas with "intelLectual-s there is an interference with penetrative or

absorbent activities. They cannot receive, feel directly" (V, 164). Nin

recognizes that while Uéfène's "conscious role is maternalr" she is a

"lqedusa, capable of destructionr" "Ònly an actress bent on seducing you"

(fl, lB5). Of course, if Nin can convince us of her own achievenents in

fluidity and establish herseLf thereby as an intuitive type, she advances

one rung further up the ladder of woman's evolution and becomes the

prototype hersel-f, outdoing and replacing her own role models. In short'

Nin creates an ideaLized image of herseff, acknowledging seff-doubts and

duality indirectl-y through projection onto other women. Her portrait of

Frances Brown is remarkably insubstantiaL if Nin is genuine in her
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judgement of her as "the most evoLved of women, the most superior, a rioman

of wisd.om, good for the attitudes" (IfI, 295). Similarly, as her praise of

Anita Faatz and Virginia Robinson demonstrates, Nin tends to praise hersel-f

in what appears to be the process of affirming the accomplishments of other

ll 
^ïÍomen: Unce I came back from Europe at one o'cfock at níght' the plane

was late, and I persuaded the doorman to drive me in time for the session'

which meant starting out at six 4.M., and I talked at ten A.M. They were

extraordinarily brilliant ïilômen' whÒ contributed nuch to the sociaf

sciences" (vr, 19r) "

It is Henry Mil-ler who points out that Luise Rainer, like Nin, is "no

more of the actress in life than on the screen--herself all the time" (lrl,

118). Nin has the same difficulty as Luise, an inability to create anyone

but herself. As portrait artist this is a serious and debilitating

l-initation, although Nin does endeavor in Vofume Six to convince us that

she has refined the ability to separate from her characters. She requires

confirmation that she has achieved the identity she is straining to effect '

and this becomes a problem with other women. Not only does she adopt the

traditional- or stereotypic node of feminine evolution by endeavoring to

rneet her own needs through serving others, but she al-so adopts a

stereotypic feminine mode of seeking polrer, namely seduction. With Edmund

lüilson she maintains; "Under cover of seduction one avoids being

controlfe<l, influenced, possessed" (IV, I42). By identification with

Varda's reshaping or mythicization of women, Nin seeks to convince us of

her magical power in transpositions and disguíses but as a seductive woman

she understandably feel-s powerless to influence and convince other l¡Iomen

that her imagination has the power of reality. Seduction is not a poïIer

effective in relationship with other vüomen who therefore do not accept her
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disguises: "The triangle is always the parents and me. Me seeking to

displace one parent. As others come to displace me. So rnany of my women

friends resembled my mother and Like my mother did not give me the total

love I wanted" (Vf, 70). Essentially, for Nin, reÌationships are

triangular and other lùomen are regarded as rivals--to be displaced"

Nin cannot sustain a relationship if the man will- nôt accept her at her

own valuation and since she likes to present her partner as demanding and

herseff as self-directed and independent, reciprocity cannot be sustained

and a narrative of failed rel-ationships unfolds. I¡fhile Scholar recognizes

the extent to which Nin effects an ideal- persona, and relies upon

identification and projection, she neverthel-ess concludes that Nin has

successfully avoided male control and donination, defying the ferninine

stereotype (Xiq, p. 57). To the contrary, Nin has identified herself as an

actress r,¡ith June, H61e\re, luise and Isak Dinesen's character Pellegrina,

acknowledging thereby her ohrn rôle playing and need for an audience: "The

men always beLieve in my disguises. . . .They never step behind the stage

to say: 'you are lying'. .I am here only r+hile someones believes in

me, while some human being sl{ears to my presence and loves me" (ll, 5L9)"

Although Spencer accepts Nin's suggestion that she seeks "serious

earthbound men," one would be hard pressed to find one in the entire DlgrX

(C_. 1., 1O?) " Just as Rank's psychological theory presupposes that 'hroman

is nade a ÏIoman through her mate, Nin needs a man to believe in her. She

refl-ects her initial assimiLation of Rank's theory when she says: "I

wanted to be the woman nÒt bÒrn of Adam's rib but of his needs, his

invention, his inages, his patterns" 1t, ZSI). She admits having been more

identified with her father than her mother, because he ï,Ias an artist (V,

;-7O) , whereas she is never convinced Rosa had tal-ent, arguing that Granados
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only "fet" her teach singing (VI, 245). She continues to need validation

as a wÒman by a man, but she sees an incompatability between woman's

maternality and her sexuality. She denigrates the maternal forces in her

mother who "became alf Mother, sexless, all maternity, a devouring

maternity, enveloping us; heroicr Yes, battling for her chi]dren, working,

sacrificing" (I, 247). Consequently although Nin judges the negative

operation of maternal- forces within others, she does not recognize this

phenonenon in herself, and this is the reason she fails to defy the

feminine stereotype successfully.

As Nin presents it, it is always the men who ask for her love, yet

readers are awaïe of rrrhose attention she is concerned to attract as she

persists in "courting the world" (Vl , 109). Itlhereas Spencer vier,'rs Nin's

pattern of rnultiple relationships as a sign of liberation and

self-sufficiency, actually her multiple selves I¡ilere a means of protection

against betrayal and her splitting of l-ove is the very opposite of

l-iberation. The sense of reciprocity and the spiritual rejuvenation that

can be kindled is ]imited by the fact that she needs to conceive of herself

as the giver, the sustaining menber in a l-iaison. In fact, it is critical-

to her gender identity that she define herself as giver.

In My Mother, My Se]f (tgll) tlancy Friday quotes psychotherapist Dr.

Richard Robertiello's suggestion: "To say you are like your father is best

of al-l-" It implies decision. After all, he is a man. ft says you are

sexual-, while to be like mom is practically to label yourself nonsexual-.

To declare you are like dad brings in choice" Being like mother sounds

automatic and passive. Being like father shows a certain strength of

character."10 Not only does Friday agree with Robertiell-o that woman's

idea of her gender identity, her subjective feelings about herself as a
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rvoman, are much more connected with her concept of herself as mOther than

with her concept of herself as a sexual person, tr'riday aÌso goes on to

observe: "'hle do not even have to be mothers to see our gender identity

more connected with motherhood than sexuality" (p. 248). Nin presents

herself directly as maternal, by emphasizing her yielding and fluidity,

whereas she is indirect in ideal-izing herself as sexual through others'

attribution of sensual-ity to her. She claims maternal attributes and has

others attribute sensuality to her.

Nin's vehement denial of her mother's infl-uence as a role model would

be interpreted by Friday as an endeavor to provide evidence of her own

uniqueness. However, Nin devel-ops from a daddy's girl into a man's kind of

rüoman. In doing so, she "substitutes motherhood which is one possible

efement in gender identity for fenaleness which is the whole" (U./S., 249).

As a result her inabil-ity to animate the connection between the maternal

and the sensual- dimensions of her feminine identity is not surprising.

Nin's respÒnse to Renate, Caresse and Marguerite is our best index to

her ambivalence concerning femininity and sensuality. Ìlhile intrigued by

the exampLes of Renate and Caresse, Nin sets out to be exemplary in the

sensua1 category hersel-f" llhile Marguerite is acknowledged as artistically

accomplished, this is devafued in Nin's view by her fail-ure to live out her

relationship to Dr. Hammerschlaug. Nin emphasizes that for Marguerite "the

body did not matter" and insists "I cannot imagine her sensual" (Vl, 12O) "

Ivfarguerite may be an exemplary writer but Nin presents her as a failure, as

a rìioman whose rnaternal- capabilities have been negatively implemented and

who faiLs to acknowledge her feminine sensuality.

fn Nin's view Renate also fails to actualíze her feminine potential in

the materna] and the sensuaL realm. Nin believes that she outdoes Renate
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in terms of paganness. l¡ilhen PauI Mathieson, Renate's beau, follows Nin to

Acapulco, she pretends that her reception is cool- and implies that they are

searching for different things. According to Nin, "Pau1 had come in a

Gaugin mood i4ianting a primitive life" (Vf , Ae ). Yet Nin was in "her pagan

mood." and confesses "I wanted pleasure and sensuality (as he wanted

pleasure and sensuality!)" 1Vf, eZ). She projects her own frame of mind on

Paul who cônsequently "seemed voluptuous" (vl, 87). Under the guise of

d.iscussing their differences, she establ-ishes their sinilarity and her

identificatíon with him in terms of their mood and their mission. The apex

of the identification comes when Paul states his need to be sure of an

emergency exit from aLl his l-ove affairs and, of course, they "both laughed

at this" (Vf, eg). I{hile Nin identifies with Paul as "a pagan with the

face of an angel r " Renate, whon Nin has presented admirably as free ' fluid

and sensual is "without the facility to retaliate for his pagan

unfaithfulness with a Christian atternpt at unfaithfulness ' the one done

without pleasure. Only the pagan can enjoy his sensual life like a fruit"

(Vf, T). Here Nin presents fluidity and resil-ience in living as a nark of

retaLiation and a function of her keen sense of rivalry which is

omnipresent. Indeed, Nin says Renate has not sensualized Paul, rather she

and paul are supreme in their freedom to explore and experience their own

sensuality.

Moreover, Nin presents Renate as a mother who failed her son. Ìlhile

overtly she withhol-ds blame, her presentation of Renate's grief over

Peter's suicíde is neither convincing nor compassionate. Rather Nin elects

to provide an a]most detached sociaL conmentary, generalizing on failed

reLationships and suicides. Nin seems covertly to be suggesting that

Renate was capabl-e of offering more, but was preoccupíed wíth other roles
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that made her unavaiLabLe to Peter. Nin's interpretation of the drama of

this mother-son rel-ationship seens almost a paradigm of her favorite tale

by Isak Dinesen of Caspar Hauser, the dreamer whose mother fail-ed to save

him. Actually, Nin's presentation of Renate and Peter is an exploration

and reworking of this very pattern'

Although Nin tries to convince us that Renate "vÍas eminently created

for maternity . . . was protective, nurturing, ful] of empathy, and

devotion" (Vl, 57I), she al-so implies that she neglects to enact these

capabilities, being busy with her young l-overs who treated Peter more like

a playmate than a child. Thus Nin's strategy is to present Renate very

abstractLyr ås a feminine ideal in terms of her fluidity and sensuality.

She then proceeds to estabfish herself as outdoing her in these very realms

of strength. As with Marguerite's artistry, Nin seems to be openly

affirming the other rìroman's capabilities but is actually concerned with

establishing her own superiority. Under the guise of forming alliances

with other women, Nin is really endeavoring to enhance her own image'

In Vol-une Six she justifies her concern with human relationships as

opposed to involvement in history: "In history the objective of the game

is power. In human rel-ationships love" (VI , 126). She bel-ieves that the

Diary is mainly an act of Love. hle, of course, can no longer be convinced'

having witnessed her incessant rivalry and struggles for power. She

concludes her section ôn Peter's suicide skil-lful1y with an avowal of her

admiration for Simenon who "has the greatest quality of all for a writer,

that of not passing judgment on his characters" (VI, 571) " hle recall-

Renate's feeling that she was a character Nin had created, and we know she

has been judged. Again theory and practice do not cohere and by her own

standards Nin is a failure.
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After publication of the initial DiarV vol-umes, when Nin had gained

some recognitíon and literary success she redirected her focus and

erid.eavored to make it a diary of others. She accomplished this by

extending the size of the cast, placing more emphasis on external events

and less on passages of introspection. If this new focus indicated that

her sense of self had been confirmed, sÔ that freed of the need to be

defensive and cal-culating she couLd let go, be fluid and recogníze others,

then Nin's portraits of others would demonstrate more objectivity' l-ess

identification and projection, particularly in the sixth vol-ume. Instead

we find Nin is still unable to appreciate or allow the individuality

of others.
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See. Joyce Carof Oates, "A Gigantic Plea
Anals Nin 1955-68 and In tr'avor of The Se

The Dia of
her

My Mother My Self A Daushter's Search For ldentitv

ev'I

10

York,
Nancy Friday,
1977, p. 44Bi henceforth abbreviated as M" S

(tlew
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CONCTUSION

fYre Diary is genuine in dealing with the "problem" of creating a self.

In this light Nin's aspiration "to be the writer who best described

rel-ativity, dualities, ambivaLences, ambiguities" deserves comment (II,

770). This is truly the area crf her greatest accomplishment and her

understanding of l-iterature and wríting as modes of experience' capable of

contributing to personal growth was genuinely avant-garde. Her high degree

of self a1^rareness was both problematic and painful to her, functíoning as a

detriment rather than as a strength. Consequently Nin was unable to feel

either sincere or integrated, a situation which explains the hunanness of

her need to create a persôna. Sirnilarly, although Nin was well- aware of

her tendency to projection and identification, her extensive quoting of

Letters in Vol-ume Six ís an attempt to convince herself, as well- as

readers, of her willingness to "l-et" others speak for thenselves.

-Nin began her Diqry with the intention that it woul-d serve "to make

the absent present, the ideal- reaf". Although it does not acconplísh the

intended task and Nin is ncrt a self-actualized ïIôman, nevertheless she

remains a fascinating one. Essentially the Dialy is most significant for

its authorízatian or legitimization of the need to create a persona'

Critics l-íke Franklin and Schneider and Schol-ar, who are condescending in

their treatment of Nin's aspirations for literary success and cuftural

acceptance, do not adequately appreciate this dimension"

Conventionally projection is considered a defense mechanísn, while

symbiosis is regarded as a sign of the fail-ure to individuate " Both
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attitudes are essentially negative and not necessarily accurate with

respect to the operation of these strategies in artistic sensitive

individuals. In the creative personality as opposed to the average

symbiosis is not necessarily indicative of a fail-ure to individuate, but

rather ôffers a promise of an ôpenness, fluidity and mul-tí-dimensionality

indicative of creative and feminine personalities in particular. Although

Nin did not manage to implement and actualize her own ideafs she certainly

expJ-ored for us the potential- and parameters of such an understanding.

In Volume Six Nin reaches the unfortunate conclusion "that fove and

sensuality couJ-d onty be reconciled if a rioman remained primarily

seductíve" (VI, 67). A1though the vocatíon of artist takes Nin beyond the

traditional stereotypes, she does not reconcife her roles as artist and

woman and consequently the desired connection between art and life is not

achieved. The two aspects of feninine identity--the maternal- and the

sensuaf--remain disconnected. That sensuality is basic to her self

definition both as artist and as woman is not consciously acknowledged by

Nin, with the result that it can only express itself as feminine

seductiveness. Nin never made the gaps between her theory and practice

explicit , rather.she allowed herself to be made a cult figure" If she díd

not manage to sel-f-actualize, she still- believed in the theory and the

social- responsibility of the artist to commit to and risk the process '

Scho1ar tries to emphasize the failure of Nin's portraiture, claimíng

that "Looking for'characters' lifelong for her book, Nin failed to produce

more than a handfut of convincing portraits" (Nin, 64), However, Nin's

artistic focus has been on her self-portrait and the extent to which she

has been eulogized docurnents its power" In order for a portrait to be

"convincing" it must appeal to the reader's intellect, whereas the power of
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Nin's self-portrait resides ín its persuasiveness, its appeal to our

affections. Sensuatity and seductiveness are basic not only to Nin's

concept of identity as idoman, but also to her concept of artist, and as

such are central to her powers of persuasion'

Paradoxically, if the term is rightly understood, so is Nín's

"narcissismr' for as ChristoPhe r Lasch ôbserves in The Cufture of

Narcissisn: "In order to polish and perfect the part he has devised for

himself, the new Narcissus Sazes at his own reflection' no so much in

admiration as in unrenitting search of fLaws, signs of fatigue, decay"'f

In what Lasch terms an age of dírninishing expectations, people need to

bel-ieve in the possibility of growth. Indeed, as he suggests "the

contenporary climate is therapeutic not religious" (CVlt', 15)'

In Vo]ume Four Nin offers readers her short autobiograPhJ, prepared on

request for Leo Lermann (IV, f76). It constitutes a perfect distillation

or analogue of the D:Lary (Volumes One through Six), documenting not only

our sense of Nin as highly seff-conscious, the new Narcissus, but rnore

significantly as possessing an incredible degree of sel-f-knowledge '

Essentially this is Nin's ov,in "short answer" to her own perpetual

question--Does anyone know who I am? hlhile ít makes reference to the

problem of an external center of gravíty, through Nin's opening suggestion

she would prefer Leo Lerman portray her--this is countered by her

subsequent reaffirmation mídway: "It is irnpossible to make my portraít

because of my mobility." It documents her negative willing: "I have tried

to be not neurotic, not romantic, not destructive, but may be all of these

in disguises." She cOncedes that "integration" is "unknown to me" and

emphasizes her aspiration to be the whole work of art, being more

"interested in becoming a work of art than creating one"' lühile the
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mini-autobiography affirns her sense of being "gifted in relationship above

all things" she concedes that she is "guil-ty of ídealizationr" "of

fabricating a world in which [she] "utt 
l-ive and invite others to live in,

but outside of that Ishe] cannot breathe." Re-iterating her conviction

that "I will die a poetr" a dreaner, she concludes most appropriately: "My

synbol is a roving ship. I am a writer. f would rather have been a

courtesan. The rest is ín the diary." Having provided a "penetrating"

analysis of her own problems she then suggests "I have not mentioned my

ffaws" and proceeds to cite only one--her tack of courage' Moreover, this

flaw is truly the basic one, as it is the origin of both her inability to

trust and to comprornise. As a resul-t she persists in her enileavor "to flow

in a dual mannerr' (fr, rrO).
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NOTES

I chri"topher Lasch, The Cul-ture of Narcissísm American Life in An A

of Diminishi Ex tations or ; hence ó
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